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ABSTRACT
Topoisomerase inhibiting chemotherapy is most appropriate in cancers
containing high levels of topoisomerase. Study of these drugs is particularly difficult
because two receptors, enzyme plus DNA, are involved. Genes of all three known
human topoisomerases have neighboring oncogenes and those amplified receptors may
be used to target topoisomerase inhibitors to transformed cells. To facilitate design of
inhibitors, modeling tools of graphic imaging, sequence analysis, homology, molecular
dynamics, energy evaluation, and QSAR were used. The principle findings are;
a) The widely accepted model of 5' attachment to DNA and 5' overhang is
inconsistent with topoisomerase structure; 3' overhang is more likely.
b) The active site region near the catalytic tyrosine hydroxyl is well conserved
between yeast and humans with some exceptions: 4 A away Glu554->His566 is
likely to modify the proton transport of the trans-esterification reaction conducted
by this enzyme; two base pairs away, the yeast Asp 552 appears to probe the DNA
major groove and becomes an oppositely charged Arg 565 in humans; 8-15 A
away along the probable location of DNA backbone, the acid pair Glu-Asp 512-13
is conserved and repeated in humans as Glu-Asp-Glu-Asp (522-5); these residues
might coordinate the required Mg2+ along with the conserved Asp 635 (644 in
humans); the acidic triad 590-2 evolves to a hydroxy triad and might provide a
proton transport pathway for the trans-esterification reaction.
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c) Drug resistant mutant structure analysis suggests multiple sites of action on
topoisomerase and suggests the region of DNA binding.
d) Prediction of intercalator binding to DNA is correctly ranked by molecular
mechanics for amonafide and azonafide; however, there remains significant error
from experimental cytotoxicity; force field error derives fi"om the approximation of
electron orbitals as van der Waals spheres, lack of polarization functions, poor
handling of hydrogen bond variability, and force field parameterization from packed
protein crystals.
e) Wide variability of the azonafide analogs on whole cell assays makes QSAR
diflBcult and suggests other biochemical pathways are affected; the measurements
need to be redone on a simple enzyme-DNA assay.
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INTRODUCTION
Cancer touches all of us
Each year there are 1 Y* million diagnoses and a half million deaths per year
from various types of cancer. That's 1500 per day or 1 every minute [ACS 1995],
Every one of us has been affected by the sickness and costs of our relatives, fiiends and
neighbors.
Table 1 Cancer incidence
annually
lung
colon
breast
prostate

Diagnoses
170,000
100,000
183,000
244,000

deaths
157,000
48,000
46,000
40,000

survival %
7
52
75
83

Smoking accounts for 87% of lung cancers and about 1/3 of all cancer deaths.
While lifestyle can prevent some cancers, the death rate is a continuing reminder of the
tremendous task of finding more effective treatments. In addition to treating cancer,
the cytotoxins discussed below also have application as antibiotics and against
parasites.
Topoisomerase targeting of chemotherapy
One of the targets for chemotherapy is topoisomerase, a class of enzymes in the
nucleus of all living cells, which affect the topological structure of DNA. Their action
of temporarily cutting the DNA to allow winding and unwinding to adjust the amount
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of kinking (or topology) is critically important to transcription, replication and
chromosome structure. Cells die when topoisomerase is inhibited.

This paper

presents and discusses advances in understanding how topoisomerase poisons work.

EC classification ambiguity
Although topoisomerases have been categorized in the widely used Enzyme
Classification (EC) system as 5.99.1.x, the complexity of function of topoisomerase
actually could allow it's inclusion in any of the other 5 major classes as well.
The EC number 5.99 classifies it as 'other isomerases' (group 5.99) along with
only one other enzyme, thiocyanate isomerase, but it's fijnction is not really a change of
isomer; there is simply a change of twisting.

It is similar to hydrolases (group 3)

during the first half of its cycle. Using a temporary tyrosine hydroxyl in place of a
permanent water to break the phosphate bond is the only subtlety that distinguishes
topoisomerase fi-om similar acting restriction endonucleases and hydrolases (group 3).
Another indication for group 3 is that a simple L43K mutation in the DNase, Nael, (EC
3.1.21.4) gives topoisomerase activity [Jo 1996]. The lysis of the phosphodiester bond
during the first half of its cycle makes it a lyase (group 4), similar to apurinic
endonuclease (4.2.99.18). It is certainly a ligase (group 6) during the second half of its
cycle when it rejoins the broken DNA. The proton transfer (fi-om tyrosine to the DNA
fi-ee end hydroxyl) during trans-esterification could allow it to be called an oxidoreductase (1). Transferring a tyrosine temporarily to the DNA phosphate might qualify
it as a transferase (group 2).
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Table 2 EC classification of topoisomerase

EC class

definition

why topoisomerase fits

1 oxidoreductases

oxidation reduction and
electron or proton transfer

proton transfer

2 transferases

groups are transferred

tyrosine transferred to DNA

3 hydrolases

hydrolytic cleavage of
covalent bonds

tyrosine hydroxyl breaks phosphate
like endonucleases in this group

4 lyases

form/break double bonds

lysis of phosphodiester bond

5 isomerase

isomerization

only twisting change

6 ligase

covalent joining

re-ligation of broken DNA

The complexity of topoisomerase, which makes for difficulty in categorizing it,
is a theme that will be seen throughout this paper in trying to understand it for
designing better and specific inhibitors.
Three types of topoisomerase in humans
Simpler organisms have topoisomerase 1 (EC# 5.99.1.2) which makes one cut.
Higher organisms have, in addition, topoisomerase 2 (EC# 5.99.1.3) which makes two
cuts, 4 base pairs apart (similar to many restriction enzymes.) Types 1 and 2 have
some degree of redundancy in Sanction [Garinther 1997] and are induced when one is
inhibited [Whitacre 1997] but each is critical enough that any disruption of either of
them shifts the balance towards more apoptosis. Synergistic cytotoxicity is obtained
when both are inhibited [Grabowski 1996]. Both types 1 and 2 cut DNA by tyrosine
attack of the phosphodiester bond of DNA (discussed below).
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In humans, three known types are 1, 2a and 2P; made by three separate
chromosomes, 20qll.2, 17q21 and 3p24, respectively. 2P is highly homologous to 2a
(but with some key differences discussed later) and expression is induced by damage to
2a [Khelifa 1994; Boege 1993], so 2(3 appears to be something of a backup for cells.
Anthracycline treatment was associated with increased 2|3 in 9 relapsed leukemia
patients [Gieseler 1997]. There has been some evidence that functional loss of one can
be partially substituted by another [Stevnser 1993]. 2a and 2P are similar enough to
form a substantial fraction of alpha/beta heterodimers [Biersack 1996], Doxorubicin
resistant cells have 4 fold expression of topoisomerase I [Riou 193]. More comparison
of 2a and 2P will be presented in the sequence analysis section.
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Table 3 Differences between topoisomerase
1

2a & 23

2a

2P

function

remove negative
supercoils

cell cycle

fairly constant but
higher in S phase
during transcription
LiuWang 87

gradually increasing during S
phase to a peak at gap 2, just
before mitosis replication'^®'"
low in dififerentiated cells

location
along DNA

transcribing areas

uniform

during
interphase

nucleus

spotted

reticular

during
mitosis

distributed through
chromosomes
1997

chromosome axes
centriols^'^"''

cytosol

gene

20qll.2-13.l'^'°^^'

17q21-22

3p24J«Udm92

nearby
oncogene

SrcH °"'np94

erbB2 & RAR

MLHl, erbB4,
hOGGl

protein
size
(human)

765 (91 kd)
monomer

1530 (174 kd)
dimer

1626 (180 kd)
dimer

#cuts

1

2 (4 bp overiap)

same as 2a

ion

Mg (2mM)

Mg (7.5mM)
g gGieseIer97b

y QGie3cIcr97b

pH opt
energy

none

ATP to re-ligate

inhibitors

camptothecin
WaUWani66

2-4 planar rings

inhibition

quinolones
flavones
cpt; late S
accumulation'"'"

etop: G2 arrest'"'"

constant

((
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DNA is organized in loops which are fixed to the nuclear matrix at matrix
attached regions [Tsutsui 1988]. Topoisomerase 2a is a major nuclear scaffold protein
and is concentrated at the attachments of these loops [Gasser 1987],
Oncogenes near topoisomerase genes help targeting
Investigation of the gene locations for the DNA which codes for topoisomerase
reveals that all three human topoisomerase genes are near cancer associated oncogenes.
A literature search reveals evidence that topoisomerase is co-amplified in some
oncogene associated tumors. Antibodies directed at the products of the oncogenes
might help target topoisomerase inhibitors to cancerous cells.

Chromosome 17q21 - topo 2a, erbB2 & RAR
BRC.<U

cbr 17

i
eslrogpQ |
'
(£1X2, ^L: nii^iu

Topo20(
,,,—^
I
R^R

morfljppKSQr'

The 2a gene is very close to erbB2 (also known as BRCAl or HER2) the
widely discussed breast cancer gene on chromosome 17q21 which is stimulated by
estrogen. Estrogen stimulation of human breast cancer cells also induces topoisomerase
2 synthesis [Epstein 1989]. A study of 117 breast cancers found 25 (21%) having over
2.3 times normal erbB2 and of these, three (12%) were also high in topoisomerase 2,
in contrast to zero of the other 92 [Smith 1993], A different study of 230 breast
cancers found topoisomerase 2a elevated in 11%, but undetectable in nonmalignant
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breast epithelium [Jarvinen 1996], A lung adenocarcinoma line, Calu3, possesses coamplified erbB2 and topoisomerase 2a [Keith 1992] indicating this relationship may be
broader than just breast cancer. It has been "predicted that tumors which exhibit coamplification of erbB2 and topoisomerase 2a may benefit fi'om treatment with
topoisomerase 2 inhibitory drugs" [Murphy 1995].
ErbB2 pi85 protein has been observed in breast, stomach and ovarian cancers
and appears to be inversely correlated with survival [Slamon 1989], The fact that both
alleles of erbB2 must be inactivated for cancer and the presence of a putative zinc
finger (typical of DNA binding) of this nuclear protein suggest it is a growth/tumor
suppressor [Futreal 1994, Giunciuglio 1995, Neuhausen 1994]. High erbB2 is
associated with reduced benefit fi^om megestrol or fadrozole hormone therapy and with
poorer prognosis [Leitzel 1995] indicating the need for other therapeutic strategies. It
is an EGF class trans-membrane receptor and tyrosine kinase. It is very low in normal
tissue [Press 1990] and 10-100 fold higher on the surface of tumor cells [Kraus 1987,
Berger 1988, Paik 1990]. Its extra-cellular accessibility and growth promoting activity
make it a very attractive target for antibody blockade [Wels 1996]. Antibodies to
erbB2 surface receptor have had some success in animal models, and most notably, the
combination of 1 ug antibody with 43 ug/Kg of doxorubicin (the topoisomerase 2
inhibitor) had greater effect on human stomach cancer cells than either of the
treatments alone [CR King 1996], In view of the long hope of antibody targeting of
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cytotoxins this combination could be taken a step further in forming a conjugate with a
hydrolyzable linker that would release the cytotoxin to the tumor region.
Retinoic acid receptor alpha is another gene nearby on chromosome 17 and can
be co-amplified with erbB2 and topoisomerase 2a [Keith 1993].

Chromosome 3p24 - topo 2p, MLHl, hOGGl, erb4B, LOH

chr3 el—I
^
(misinatch repair)

R

A

R

-

B

The topoisomerase 23 gene at chromosome 3p24 [Jenkins 1992] is near the
gene for MLHl, a mismatch repair gene on 3p21.3-23 [Bronner 1994] Mutations in
MLHl are associated with 1/3 of hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer
[Hemminki 1994]. The MLHl gene encodes a protein of 756 residues, 84.6 kD,
localized in the nucleus, which binds to mismatched DNA sequences and is associated
with G2 arrest [Prolla 1996]. It is interesting to speculate how valuable a binder of
nusmatched DNA might work with topoisomerase during the time that the DNA is cut.
Cisplatin can select for reduced hMLHl and a MLHl deficient cell line, HCTl 16, is 2
fold resistant to cisplatin [Aebi 1996]. This suggests a limit to usefiilness of cisplatin
and the value of multiple mechanisms of chemotherapy, including topoisomerase
inhibitors.
hOGfGl, human oxo-guanine glycosylase, another repair enzyme, is encoded at
3p25/26, a region commonly deleted in cancers [Lu 1997]
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Erb4B is also nearby, at 3p22-24.1 [Drabkin 1988]
Distinct homozygous deletion at the nearby 3p21.3 is a critical event in the
pathogenesis of lung cancer [Roche 1996], Of 49 non small cell lung carcinomas
examined in one study loss of heterozygosity, LOH was found in 3p21 in 13 of 30 and
more specifically at the MLHl locus in 9 of 11 (82%) of informative cases [Wieland
96], Loss of heterozygosity on the 3p gene at the D3S2 locus has also been observed
in a large percentage of small groups of cervical cancer patients [Yokota 1989, Karlsen
1994, Magnusson 1996] and deletions of that region appears to be a higher risk factor
for cervical cancer than HPV [Yokota 1989].

Chromosome 20qll - topo I, src
Topoisomerase 1 gene on chromosome 20ql 1.2-13.1 is near one of the src
signal transduction tyrosine kinase family, an intensively studied group of oncogenes
[Kunze 1989, Hollings 1994, Parsons 1997] two of which have recently been
crystallized [Sicheri 1997].

Substantial deletions in this region are associated with

tumors [Asimakopoulos 1994],
Targeting high levels of topoisomerase 2
Because topoisomerase 2 drugs act as poisons, preventing detachment from
DNA, rather than as classical competitive inhibitors the action is often directly
proportional to enzyme levels in cells. Rapidly proliferating cells, which contain
relatively high topoisomerase 2 [Nelson 1987, Hsiang 1988] are very sensitive to the
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poisons [Sullivan 1987], Differentiated cells have relatively low topoisomerase 2
levels and are resistant to the poisons [Kaufmann 1991]. Tumor cells selected for
poison resistance often have low topoisomerase 2 levels [Webb 1991] although this is
not always the case [Campain 1995], Conversely, cells expressing topoisomerase 2 (by
selection or transfection) are very sensitive to the poisons [Davies 1988, Nitiss 1992],
Some ovarian tumors can be extremely high (10 fold) in topoisomerase 2 or
topoisomerase I [van der Zee 1991] and topoisomerase 2a is higher in malignant than
benign tumors [Comarotti 1996], Topoisomerase 2 was found high in Dunning rat
prostate adeno-carcinomas and level correlated with tissue growth rate [Nelson 1987],
Non-Hodgkin's lymphoma tissue of 36 patients was higher in topoisomerase 2a mRNA
in the more advanced cases [Lohri 1997], Lung tumors from 20 patients were high in
topoisomerase 2 [Koomagi 1996], A topoisomerase 2 defect has been reported in Li
Fraumeni syndrome, an inherited susceptibility to a variety of cancers [Cunningham
1991], Sensitivity to topoisomerase inhibitors is greatest during the proliferative midlog stage of cell culture [Sullivan 1986]. Topoisomerase 2 is high in HL-60 human
progranulocytic leukemia cells and decreases substantially when they are induced to
mature [Kaufinann 1991], CHO cells selected for topoisomerase 2 sensitivity develop
3 fold expression and are hypersensitive to amsacrine [Davies 1988],
Cells transfected with high levels of topoisomerase 2a are resistant to platinum
therapy, presumably because DNA topology adjustments facilitate access to repair
enzymes [Comarotti 1996], When cells are high in topoisomerase, it makes logical
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sense to treat with topoisomerase targeting agents. Heregulin transfected cells become
exquisitely sensitive to doxorubicin and etoposide, presumably by up-regulation of
topoisomerase 2 via the erbB2 promoter (discussed below) [Lupu 1996]. A different
line of evidence for the value of inhibiting topoisomerase was with anti-sense gene
constructs targeting topoisomerase 2a which inhibited prostate cancer cells by 39%
[Lee 1996].
Bone marrow of healthy volunteers contains about the same levels of
topoisomerase 2 as the HL-60 leukemia [Kaufmann 1991] so there is the old dilemma
of cancer drug toxicity to healthy cells as well as to tumor cells which limits use of
topoisomerase poisons to special situations such as when topoisomerase is high.
Reduced levels of topoisomerase 2 mRNA is one of the mechanisms of drug resistance
[Wang H 1997, Withoff 1996, Houlbrook 1996] and could be considered a
contraindication for the value of topoisomerase inhibiting drugs.
Heat is one of the few known stimulators of topoisomerase 2a levels. Human
epidermoid cancer cells exposed to 42® C for 3 hours resulted in a five fold increase of
the mRNA. Shorter heating periods also had an increase and enhanced sensitivity to
etoposide as well [Matsuo 1993]. Hyperthermia has been experimented with as a
cancer therapy and it appears that topoisomerase poisons would be a sensible adjunct.
[Sherar 1997; Bisht 1996]
Immediately upstream of the human topoisomerase 2a gene, at -37 to -10 b.p.
are two DNA segments identified as potential binding sites for cMyb, the hematopoietic
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transcription factor associated with cell proliferation plus a possible site for c-Myc
[Fraser 1995, Hochhauser 1992], Transfection of c-myb increases topoisomerase 2a
[Brandt 1997],
Cases of cancer where topoisomerase 2 is high are particularly good candidates
for prescribing topoisomerase 2 poisons.
How inhibition of topoisomerase 2 kiiis cells
Topoisomerase induced damage is a complex process involving fundamental
cell cycle biochemical pathways. Understanding this is important to understanding
some of the reasons cells are either more or less susceptible to topoisomerase
inhibitors.
Evidence for this model is based on a piecemeal assembly of many molecular
biology studies. It serves to show the complexity of events when topoisomerase is
inhibited. The gradual increase of the level of topoisomerase 2 during S phase is
indicated by a widening band in the cell cycle circle. [Sullivan 1986]. The three key
components for conveying the topoisomerase inhibitor damage are p53, Bax and
PARP. A number of other modulatory factors also have roles.
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Figure 1. Topoisomerase effect on cell cycle

Intact P53 is required for G1 arrest by cytotoxins including the topoisomerase
inhibiting etoposide and doxorubicin [Fan 1994; Lowe 1993], P53 phosphorylation and
ceil viability is decreased by the topoisomerase inhibiting ellipticine [Ohashi 1995],
P53 can down-regulate expression of topoisomerase 2a promoter (attached to
luciferase) by 15 fold [Wang Q 1997] indicating a feedbacic loop which may be difficult
to disentangle.

P53 mutant cells are resistant to doxorubicin but maintain sensitivity
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to cis-diamminedichloroplatinum [Vikhanskaya 1995]. It can be concluded from this
evidence that tumors with defective P53 apoptotic signaling pathway are not good
candidates for topoisomerase inhibiting agents.
The Bax:BcI2 ratio needs to be high for etoposide induced apoptosis[Chresta
1996] and raising the ratio by antisense oligomers to Bcl2 mRNA is a strategy being
investigated by Genta Inc. of San Diego [Rawls 1997]. Cells augmented with
transfected Bcl2 cDNA had fewer etoposide induced DNA crosslinks and less
apoptosis [Lock 1996, Kamesaki 1993]. The ratio is regulated by p53 [Miyashita
1994; Naumovski 1996].
PARP activation to the p85 endonuclease is inhibited by Bcl2 [Bonfoco 1996,
Messmer 1996], PARP inhibition by 3-aminobenzamide blocks etoposide induced
apoptosis [Bemardi 1995],
It can be seen in this section that intact apoptotic signaling pathway is necessary
for effectiveness of topoisomerase 2 targeting agents.
Inhibition of topoisomerase
In evolution there is a continuous interplay of offense and defense. The key
role of adjusting DNA makes topoisomerase a natural target of chemicals to kill
invading pathogens. It is possible that differences in structure of topoisomerase
between species could provide a basis for species selectivity. Inhibitors naturally
produced by plants include berberine, ellipticine, podophyllotoxin, lapachone, and
camptothecin. Many commercial dyes are planar aromatics which can have some
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topoisomerase inhibition and design of new ones take this into account by making the
compound large or floppy enough to reduce the intercalation ability [DeVito 1996].

Complexity of dual receptors
Topoisomerase 2 inhibition is more challenging, and interesting, than the usual
ligand-receptor research due to the complexity of interacting with two receptors at the
same time. Most enzyme inhibitors that have been studied involve a compound
docking into an active or nearby allosteric site to interfere with entry or reaction of the
normal substrate. Inhibitors of the topoisomerase 2 cleavage complex can be looked
at as having two parts; the aromatic part that intercalates between DNA base pairs and
a more polar portion that interacts with topoisomerase. Simple intercalation is not
enough to inhibit the complex.
Ordinary single

topoisomerase dual

receptor-ligand

receptor-ligand-receptor

Figure 2. Dual Receptor complexity

A small compound of just 30-50 atoms or 0.5 kD is like a puny flea or small
fishhook that snags together and devastates two large elephants: the huge complex of
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topoisomerase 2, composed of around 1600 residues or 20,000 atoms or 170 kD, plus
around 30 BP of DNA composed of2000 atoms or 12 kD.

Figure 3. Inhibitor is like a fishhook snagging two elephants
The intercalator doesn't keep topoisomerase from attaching to DNA but does
prevent topoisomerase from reconnecting the DNA and detaching.

So the inhibitor

acts like a glue or a fishhook that holds the topoisomerase 2 attached to the DNA.
Other cellular factors (i.e. P53 pathway) detect this damage and send the cell into
apoptotic death.
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Figure 4. topoisomerase-DNA fixation kills cell

Designing better topoisomerase trapping agents
Computational chemistry has the promise of detecting trends and predicting
activity of unmade compounds to help prioritize which ones should be made first.
There have been attempts to identify structure activity relationships but mixed results.
This work focuses specifically on topoisomerase 2 inhibitors which allow the
first step of cutting DNA but fi-eeze the transition "cleavable complex" leading to
apoptotic cell death. A structural composite of these compounds includes two common
domains; 1) a flat planar polycyclic molecular surface which intercalates between base
pairs of the DNA, and 2) a side chain that extends into the major or minor groove and
can move around. Millions of doses of topoisomerase 2 inhibiting anthracyclines (e.g.
doxorubicin) have been administered against cancer with a modicum of success. Such
compounds work by trapping topoisomerase onto DNA hence driving cells into
apoptotic death. However, anthracyclines also readily form radicals that cause heart
and other damage [Dorshow 1980; Gianni 1982], Even though this toxicity has been
recognized for two decades and huge sums of money have been poured into research,
exemplified by 2582 abstracts in Medline since 1966, this problem has not been
overcome [Shan 1996], The work presented in this paper is part of the effort to
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design new drugs having a similar action on topoisomerase without the radical damage
caused by anthracyclines. Additional considerations are targeting specifically to cancer
cells, avoiding healthy cells, and avoiding multi-drug resistance.

Intercalation is insufTIcient

It was understood as early as 1961, with brass rod models, that the planar
aromatic AMSA intercalates between bases of DNA [Lerman 1961], That was only a
few years after DNA structure was determined and well before topoisomerase was
identified. And yet, intercalation is insufficient for trapping topoisomerase 2 as
indicated by several lines of evidence. ortho-AMSA is a slightly better intercalator
than meta-AMSA [Pommier 1987] but virtually inactive as a topoisomerase poison
[Zwelling 1981, Nelson 1984]. A lack of correlation between intercalation and
topoisomerase inhibition is also reported with anthracyclines [Capranico 1990] and
amsacrines [Cain 1975; Wilson 1981; Wadkins 1989] although a weak correlation was
reported by one group for amsacrines [Baguley 1990], Displacement of ethidium
bromide by 29 DACA analogs is un-correlated with P388 cell killing [Chen 1994].
DNA binding vs. activity is not well related and this helps to demonstrate that DNA
binding is necessary but not sufficient. The compound presumably must additionally
have appropriate interaction with topoisomerase to have good activity.
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Figure 5. DACA intercalation unrelated to cell killing (Chen 1994 data)

Trans-esterificati0 n

In contrast to the permanent hydrolytic cuts made by restriction endonucleases,
topoisomerase cuts are temporary, and the enzyme must protect the loose ends from
undesirable recombination until the reaction is reversed to re-Iigate the break. The
DNA super-coiling becomes either slightly tighter or looser, which is a difficult
endpoint to measure. It is observed with gel mobility assays in isolated closed circle
PBR322 DNA or kinetoplast but not with normal linear DNA.

Hence, it is harder to

follow the kinetics of topoisomerase than of simpler endonucleases. Because the
cleavage complex trapping type of inhibitors which are discussed later allows the first
trans-esterification, which cuts DNA, but prevents the second trans-esterification,
which re-Iigates, it is worth looking closer at this reaction.
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Kinetics of topoisomerase winding of DNA

The kinetics of the temporary cutting topoisomerase has been contrasted with
permanent cutting endonucleases in a simplified way:
endonuclease:

E + S o ES <» ES*

topoisomerase;

> E + S*

E + SoESo ES*«>E + S*

where E= enzyme, S= DNA substrate, S*= cut DNA)
The difference is in reversibility with topoisomerase finishing like it started
[Osheroff 1989], albeit with slightly tighter or looser super-coiling in the DNA.
A more accurate representation for topoisomerase 2 has been described as;
Ks BCn-Ux
prOCeSSive
KreUx
Ktdax
E + S o ES —> ES-2 »»» ER+2
> ER <
>E+R
A

V
Koff
E + S-2

A

V
E + R+2

where ES.2=supercoiled minus 2 turns or 1 loosening by topoisomerase
R4-2=fijlly relaxed plus 2 turns [Osheroff 1983]
DNA can get relaxed by 1 turn (S.i) per step until fijlly relaxed (R) or past that
to super-coiling in the other direction. Generally, the rate of relaxation Kreiax must be
faster than the rate of dissociation

Since topoisomerase is present in catalytic

amounts and must dissociate from relaxed DNA to go on to the next super-coiled site,
the rate of relaxation must be related to the dissociation of the ER complex.
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Conditions which make it less processive (decrease Krelax or increase KofF and
reduce the amount of relaxed DNA), include high ionic strength (>175 mM), high
Mg2+, (>15 mM), high pH >10. [OsherofF 1983]
The states of the topoisomerase tyrosine attachment and release is shown by ab
initio calculations in this work to have nearly the same energies.

Categorizing topoisomerase inhibitors

A number of topoisomerase 2 inhibitors have been identified and developed
including anthracyclines, anthrapyrazoles (mitoxantrones), acridines, benzophenazine,
4'-0-demethyl-podophyllotoxins, ellipticines, azatoxins, carbolines, batracylin, benzonapthofiiran, napthalimides, fagaronin, and intoplicines. With this growing mass of
data, there have been some recent crude attempts to categorize topoisomerase 2
inhibitors into mechanistic classes. One recent review simply points out that
topoisomerase 2 inhibitors "can be roughly classified into two groups: intercalators and
non-intercalators [Wang H 1997], One of the deans of topoisomerase research, Yves
Pommier [1997] at first says there are two groups; those that trap cleavable complexes
and those that prevent cleavable complexes fi-om forming and later in the same
publication suggests three groups based on dose response curves:
1) A monotonal increase of cleavable complexes with drug concentration; seen
with weak or non DNA binders (etoposide, teniposide, azatoxins,
amsacrine);
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2) Bell shaped curve; low concentration induces while higher concentration
suppresses cleavable complexes; seen with DNA intercalators
(anthracyciines, mitoxantrones, anthrapyrazoles, ellipticines);
3) A monotonal decrease of cleavable complexes; seen with bulky intercalators
(ethidium bromide, ditercalinium, aclarubicin) or non DNA binders that
inhibit the enzyme without trapping complexes (merbarone, ICRF197, 2,6dioxopiperazines, fostriecin).
Gieseler et al. [1997] suggest a similar set of three modes of drug action:
1) Direct binding to the enzyme (etoposide, teniposide)
2) Cleavable complex stabilization by intercalation (anthracyciines)
3) Inhibition of topoisomerase DNA binding (aclarubicin)
TcUole 4. Three categories of topoisomerase irihibitors
group

Pommier

Gieseler

1

linear increase
non DNA binding
bell curve
DNA intercalators
linear decrease
bulky intercalators

direct binding to enzyme

2
3

intercalators,
cleavable complex
inhibit topoisomerase-DNA binding

One sign of the continuing debate in classification schemes is the recent SAR
study of etoposides which models the agents intercalated into DNA [Cho 1996] in
contradiction to these schemes and consensus of opinion. The mutation structure
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analysis presented in this work identifies an allosteric site on topoisomerase unique to
etoposide.

Differentiating inhibitors of 2a and 2(3
2a is present in all eukaryotes while 2P is only in vertebrates [Tan 1992], 2P
appears to be more associated with cell differentiation than proliferation [Zwelling
1988, Gieseler 1996], Decatenation assay with topoisomerase 2 shows two optimal
buffer pH peaks, 7.9 and 8.9. The activity at pH 8.9 (2a) is inhibited by daunorubicin,
doxorubucin and etoposide while the other activity at pH 7.9 is not. 2a is clearly
inhibited by topoisomerase drugs, but death of cells is better correlated with 2P; cells
with high 2P survive treatment [Gieseler 1997b].
Considering the evidence that one potential role of 23 is as a drug resistance
response [Khelifa 1994] it would be worth pursuing these differences in drug
development. In line with this thinking, it was recently reported that etoposide,
doxorubicin and mitoxantrone have greater effects on 2a than 2P while amsacrine has
comparable effect [Meczes 1997]. The temperature sensitive topoisomerase cell
model created by the Meczes group ought to help differentiate the roles of 2a and 2p.
agent sensitivity

2p

2a
200uM

200uM

teniposide

3x

Ix

merbarone.

8x

Ix

novobiocin
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Drug

yeast t2

human
2a

human
2p

human a/p
sensitivity
ratio
77
3.3

yeast/human p
sensitivity
ratio

etop

79

23

dox

10

2

9

4.5

I

>50

7

>50

>7.1

1

mAMSA

38

8

10

1.2

1/4

merbarone

70

>500

235

<0.5

3

>1000

>1000

>1000

1.0

1

mitoxantrone

suramin

I

For 3 of the 4 intercalators 2a is several fold more sensitive than 23. For these same
three, the ratio of yeast t2 to human t23 is 1, indicating yeast t2 is more analogous to
human 2P than 2a. [Meczes 1997],
The homology model presented in this work of topoisomerase 2a adds some
insight into the active site.
Amonafide & Azonafide background
Amonafide was first reported in 1980 as a resuh of hybridizing the structures
of four knovm cytotoxins. They modeled after the naphthalene from aristolochic acid,
the tertiary amine from tilorone and the glutarimide from cycloheximide and CG-603.
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HOjC

R=H2 amonafide
R=02 mitonafide

Mel
;olochic add

phtalinudo piperidione

Figure 6 hybrid origin of amonafide

Amonafide was immediately found by them to have strong cytostatic activity against
both HeLa and KB cells at the sub mM level, just moderate toxicity towards both
mice and rats (LD50 >6 mg/kg IP), and the interactions with target site are noncovalent. [Brana 1980] A few years later, unwinding measurements showed it to be a
DNA intercalator with the side chain required for activity, and the mechanism is by
trapping topoisomerase onto DNA [Hsiang Y 1989], Clinical trials, however,
demonstrated dose limiting myelo-suppression. [Legha 1984; Leiby J; Saez 1989] A
review of 15 phase II studies showed hardly any positive results (except for a 14%
partial response in breast cancer). [Weiss 1994] Toxicity of amonafide is related to Nacetylation of the aromatic amine [Ratain 1995]. In pursuit of a similar topoisomerase
inhibiting compound which will maintain the ability to intercalate but not have the
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problematic aromatic amine, the anthracene variant of amonafide was developed and
named azonafide [Sami 1993],
amonafide

azonafide

Figure 7. Azonafide

Simply, azonafide can be viewed as a modification of amonafide's 7-amine
replaced with a third planar ring. In addition to avoiding N-acetylation it also is
anticipated to have the advantage of larger aromatic electron field to interact to a
greater extent with the DNA base pairs. Under the guidance of my advisor, I carried
out computer modeling to quantify the difference in DNA binding of these two and
model of the mechanism of inhibition. A comparison of the relative DNA binding
strengths of these compounds was calculated by molecular dynamics using force-fields.
DNA binding is necessary but not sufficient for this class of topoisomerase inhibitor.
Since the bulk of the compound is bound by DNA and the structure of DNA is well
established, we sought to estimate the change in binding affinity caused by the modest
change in the structure of amonafide. The side chain portion, which is likely to be the
portion that interferes with topoisomerase, is the same for both compounds.
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The goal of the molecular modeling done here is to advance the understanding
of topoisomerase and its inhibition to aid in the design and discovery of new and better
trapping agents. Due to the two pronged approach: top down of receptor structure
and bottom up of topoisomerase trapping agents, this publication is so divided.
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STRUCTURE METHODS
Protein sequence analysis: protein sequence was obtained from Entrez

internet server, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov. Sequence matrix comparison was done
with DNA Strider program ver 1.2 on a Macintosh computer. Sequence analysis was
done with the Expasy tools on the internet, http://www.expasy.ch. operated by
University of Geneva [Appel 1994]
Protein structure analysis: observations using Insight software (MSI, ver. 95)

were directed toward those that affect inhibition and that were not covered in previous
publications. Special consideration was given to examining the structure for
consistency with the widely held model of 5' attachment and 5' overhang of the
temporary cuts in DNA.
Homology generation of human topoisomerase: the general steps of building

a homology model are: identify a template having sufficient identity, generate sequence
alignment & coordinate, optimize to relieve contacts, and conduct quality validation
[Peitsch 1997]
The PDB coordinate file of the S. cerevisiae topoisomerase 2, residues 4201178, was kindly provided by Dr. James Wang (now available online fi-om Brookhaven
PDB as Ibgw). Resolution was reported as 2.7 A. Using the homology module of
Insight software [MSI, ver 95] on Silicon Graphics Indigo workstation, the PDB file
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was visualized and the sequence was extracted. The human sequence obtained from
NCBI Entrez was imported and aligned pair-wise.
Because of poor match-up of the first few residues and our observation that a
section of high identity begins at 428/438, the homology alignment was begun there.
Some small gaps in the alignment were treated with the loops software tools. Some
substantial gaps in the crystal must be skipped. Because the main interest is in the
active site tyrosine, the long helical arms (after 974) are not done in this model.
The resulting model therefore includes residues (yeast/human):
yeast:

428

639 715—787

875

974

hum;

438

648 736—808

896

997

using 25 residues per space the scale appears as:

Table 5. Gaps in the homology sequence
yeast

human

514-515

524-528

short

connected with
loop

552-554

565-566

short

connected with
loop

568-574

580-583

short

639-715

648-736

long

787-875

808-896

long

922-923

943-945

short

941-942

963-965

short

connected with
loop
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Of these seven discontinuities, three are near the active site tyrosine and the
loop routine was used to connect them with the main structure. Bumps routine was
used to determine amino acid overlaps >.5 and to resolve them.
Figure 8 yeast-human sequence alignment

SC;
HUM:

420-RKSRITNY-PKLEDANKAGTKE
430-khn.ikgi-...D...D..CRN

SC: 441-GYKCTLVLTEGDSALSLAVAGLAWGRDYYGCYPLRGKMLNVREASADQI
HUM:451-STE...I
KT...S..G
K..VF
I
HK..
SC: 491-LKNAEIQAIKKIMGLQHRKKYEDT
KSLRYGHLMIMTDQDHDGSHIKG
HtJM;501-ME
NN.I..V...YK.N...EDSL.T
KI
Q
SC: 538-LIINFLESSFLGLLDIQGFLLEFITPIIKVSITKPTKNTIAFYNMPDYEK
HUM:551-.L...IHHNWPS..R-HR..E
V...— .-n.QEM...SL.EF.E
SC: 588-WREEESHKFTWKQKYYKGLGTSLAQEVREYFSNLDRHLKIFHSLQGNDKD
HUM:597-.KSSTPNHKK..V
TSK.AK...ADMK..RIQ.KYSGPE.DA
SC: 638-AA
HUM:647-.I

715-NLKSELKVAQ
736-.D.R.V

SC: 725-LAPYVSECTAYHHGEQSLAQTIIGLAQNFVGSNNIYLLLPNGAFGTRATG
HUM:746-..GS.A.MSS
M..MM...N
LN..Q.I.Q
LH.
*

SC: 775-GKDAAAARYIYTE
HUM:796-...S.SP...F.M
SC: 875—GTIEEIEPLRYRMYGRIEQIGDNVLEITELPARTWTSTIKEYLLLGLSHUM:896-k
A.NQ.VIS.EVAILNSTTI..S...V
Q.Y..QV.EPMLN
SC: 923-GNDKIKPWIKDMEEQHDDN-IKFIITLSPEEMAKTRKIGFYERFKLISPI
HUM:945-.TE.TP.L.T.YR.Y.T.ttv..WKMTE.KL.EAERV.LHKV...QTSL
SC: 972-SLM
HUM:995-TCN
= identity
= gap
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For sections of high similarity, the human sequence was assigned coordinates
equivalent to the yeast topoisomerase template.. Kabsch-Sander secondary prediction
was used to guide alignments for portions having less similarity. For breaks in the
alignment the loops tools and bump check were used to join the similarity sections.
The ending structure was refined for 200 iterations with backbone fixed and then
without constraints.
Because a portion of the second monomer of the topoisomerase homo-dimer is
near the active site, a portion (560-639) of the human structure was duplicated and
placed relative to the alpha monomer by superimposition over the Saccharomyces
topoisomerase crystal coordinates.
Mutant structure analysis: literature was scrutinized for topoisomerase
mutations induced by drugs for which the site of change was known and mapped onto
the crystal structure.
Trans-esteriflcation semi-empirical calculation: this procedure was based
on Spartan software on a SGI computer using three common hamiltonians, AMI, PM3
and MNDO on a tyrosine before and after attachment to the phosphate.
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STRUCTURE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Sequence analysis of human topoisomerase
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Figure 9 sequence matrix human types 1 vs. 2a and 2a vs. 2{3

Types 1 and 2 are clearly distinct in sequence. Yet it is interesting that the
crystal structures for these tv^o (PDB codes: led & Ibgw) indicate both have an
overall donut shape large enough for DNA to fit inside.
Types 2a and 2P have substantial similarity in sequence. Yet, they differ in
some significant ways; 96 residues in length, in location, in level, and in pH optimum
for activity. A closer look at the differences is necessary before considering
differences in inhibition.
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Simply from the number of amino acid residues it is clear that topoisomerase is
larger than current crystallization techniques allow for obtaining structure. In addition,
the fianction of rotating DNA indicates a very dynamic situation so they were unlikely
to be stable globular proteins. It was a pleasant surprise that some partial structures
have recently been submitted to Brookhaven PDB. Sequence analysis is still valuable
for helping fill in gaps of understanding.
My Blast sequence comparison of 2a and 23 using default blossom 62 (through
through expasy: http://expasy.hcuge.ch) shows 81% identity and 91% similarity.
Comparison on a percentage basis with each other and the Swissprot average protein
shows some interesting things about topoisomerase.

Table 6 2a-2p comparison of sequence
amino acids
swissprot
2a#
2a %
%
9/97
1530
100.0
(21 million)
total
Ala (A)
Arg(R)
Asn (N)
Asp (D)
Cys (C)
Gln(Q)
Glu (E)
Gly (G)
His(H)
He (I)
Leu (L)
Lys(K)
Met (M)
Phe^)
Pro
Ser(S)
Thr(T)
Trp(W)
Tyr(Y)
Val(V)

7.6
5.2
4.5
5.3
1.7
4.0
6.3
6.8
2.2
5.8
9.4
5.9
2.4
4.1
4.9
7.2
5.7
1.2
3.2
6.5

72
68
77
102
13
57
122
84
24
84
124
180
40
57
74
104
91
18
43
96

4.7
4.4
5.0
6.7
0.8
3.7
8.0
5.5
1.6
5.5
8.1
11.8
2.6
3.7
4.8
6.8
5.9
1.2
2.8
6.3

23#

2P%

1626

100.0

95
63
79
118
17
55
126
105
26
81
123
187
34
72
73
115
89
19
46
103

5.8
3.9
4.9
7.3
1.0
3.4
7.7
6.5
1.6
5.0
7.6
11.5
2.1
4.4
4.5
7.1
5.5
1.2
2.8
6.3

174335.2
183297.2
MW
8.14
8.92
pi theoretical
15.0
neg Asp+Glu
14.7
244
11.6
224
250
15.4
pos Arg+Lys
248
16.2
11.1
+6
+24
+.4
+1.5
-.5
net charges
36.27
40.36
instability index*
75.92
73.14
Aliphatic index**
Ala+Val+Ile+Leu
24.7
24.6
29.3
-6.549
-6.920
hydropathic***
•based on dipeptides; over 40 is predicted as unstable; [Guruprasad 1990],
**Ala+VaI+Ile+Leu mole percent [Ikai 1980]
**"'Grand average of hydropathicity (GRAVY) [Kyte Doolittle 1982]

aPdiff

+23

+16
+4

+21

+15

+20
+2
-18
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Compared with the SwissProt database containing nearly 60,000 protein
sequences, topoisomerase has less alanine, half the cysteine; more charged residues;
and is overall more positive. The positive charge is in agreement with the function of
binding to negatively charged DNA.

The instability index corresponds with the

spread out arrangement seen in the crystal structure (discussed below) and with the
function of swinging cut ends through a change in super-coiling and is in agreement
with the half life of only 5-10 minutes.
Some biochemical and pharmacological properties of 2a and 2P have been
determined which point up some differences between them [Drake 1989a]
Table 7 2a and 2P comparison of properties
property
2a
23
growth phase
gradually inceasing
hi in log growth
days 5-6
days 2-3

units
-

relaxation kinetics

distributive
(relax-dissociate)

highly processive (relax-relax)

—

oligo sensitivity

ATcfeGC

GC

-

suggesting cuts at:

AT

GC

-

nuclear localization

nucleoplasm^""

nucleolus^""

-

T„ half life @25C

10

5 min

ATP conc

1

I

V inhibition

2

2 uM

120
200

140 mM
200 uM

KCl
novoiocin sensitivity
teniposide sen.

3x

ix

merbarone sen.

8x

Ix

mM

The more processive character of 2p is suggestive of a stronger DNA binding.
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2a and 2P are similar enough to form a substantial fraction of alpha^eta heterodimers
[Biersack 1996],
2a is present in all eukaryotes while 2p is only in vertebrates [Tan 1992], 2p
appears to be more associated vwth cell differentiation than proliferation [Zwelling
1988, Gieseler 1996], Decatenation assay with topoisomerase 2 shows two optimal
buffer pH peaks, 7.9 and 8.9. The activity at pH 8.9 (2a) is inhibited by daunorubicin,
doxorubucin and etoposide while the other activity at pH 7.9 is not. 2a is clearly
inhibited by topoisomerase drugs, but death of cells is better correlated with 2P; cells
with high 2P survive treatment [Gieseler 1997b].
Considering the evidence that one potential role of 2P is as a drug resistance
response [Khelifa 1994] it would be worth pursuing these differences in drug
development. In line with this thinking, it was recently reported that etoposide,
doxorubicin and mitoxantrone have greater a effect on 2a than 2P while amsacrine has
a comparable effect [Meczes 1997]. The temperature sensitive topoisomerase cell
model created by the Meczes group ought to help differentiate the roles of 2a & 2p.

Yeast structure insights
Although known about for nearly three decades [Wang 1971] this
structure has been resistant to crystallographic determination because of its huge size.
Even by expressing a yeast form lacking about 400 residues at each end to get a crystal
[Berger 1996], it is still one of the biggest structures determined to date. With this
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partial structure of about 2/3 of yeast topoisomerase 2 it became obvious that another
factor making crystallization difiBcult is the presence of long hydrophilic arms. Given
the 45% identity to human sequence [Expasy], considerable understanding is gained
from this structure. Although the authors provided a substantial description of the
structure, there were some points I am able to add after my own structure analysis.

elbow

8 H-bonds

Figure 10. Yeast topoisomerase crystal has a scissors jack appearance
The first impression of the yeast topoisomerase structure is of an overall donut
shape. Each monomer is roughly a semicircle, and dimerizes end to end to form a sort
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of donut Avith a hole in the center. In contrast to the topoisomerase 1 which has a layer
of positively charged residues on the surface of the inside of its donut shape,
topoisomerase 2 lacks that distribution and so appears to be less likely to embrace
DNA that way. Also a closer look discloses that the donut is not very round.
Graphical manipulation of the structure reveals two long arms of extended
alpha helices which join like pincers (held by 8 hydrogen bonds) and distinct elbow
joints which bring to mind a scissors jack. Compared with other protein structures,
which are usually compact and globular, topoisomerase 2 is a relatively loose,
unrestrained enzyme, having lobes and long solvated arms. The hydroxyl of the active
site Tyr (783 for S cerevisiae) is coordinated, and presumably held in place, between
several charged residues. This will be discussed in greater detail later.

Junctions of the monomers
As can be seen in the figure, there are two junctions of the monomers. Careful
examination reveals that the upper junction is dominated by hydrophobic forces and the
lower one by hydrogen bonds. Engelman-Steitz hydrophobic analysis [Engelman 1986]
(window of 5), reveals a concentration of hydrophobic residues in the bulky upper
region. This region, containing the active site tyrosine, is also held by two intermonomer cysteine sulfur bridges. There are only 2 hydrogen bonds in that whole
region. The lower junction is like the meeting of fingers of two long helix arms. The
Insight hydrogen bond feature (H-heavy atom distance of 2.5 A) reveals that 8
hydrogen bonds appear in this small area of around 300

(see figure).

There are 32
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residues in that junction which are unresolved (which hints at motion) so there could be
more.
Recognizing that the upper junction of the two monomers is held together
primarily by hydrophobic interactions and the lower part by hydrogen bonds begs the
question of which might be more strongly held and what conditions might modulate
either coupling. There has been much discussion in the literature speculating whether
the enzyme operates by a 1 or 2 gate mechanism, so it is interesting to see that the two
possible gates are held by different forces. None of the drug selected mutants,
discussed below, are in either of these gate areas, suggesting the importance to cell
survivability of these contact areas. Further research about this mechanism could take
advantage of the different forces. The hydrogen bonding would be expected to change
with pH and ionic conditions. It has already been established that winding activity of
topoisomerase is very sensitive to both of these [Osheroff 1983] but not with the
perspective of affecting one gate and not the other. The hydrophobic interactions of
the upper part could be modulated by mild detergents.

In both cases, the changes

would have to be kept in a modest range to reduce changes in folding of the monomers.
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DNA docking
Considering the extensive interaction this enzyme has with DNA it is rather
obvious to attempt docidng an oligomer with this crystal structure. The mutant
analysis (next section) and some electron micrography [Schultz 1996]] indicate the
upper portion to be the DNA binding region.

During test docking I observed that a

bulky helix formed by residues 532-548 fits into the major groove better than the minor
groove. It is about 15-20 A from the Tyrosine so about a half turn of DNA fi-om the
cut. This might be how DNA is aligned properly before cutting by the active site
tyrosine so I call it the major groove aligning helix. I was unable to confirm fi-om this
single structure the report that topoisomerase preferentially binds to curved DNA
[Bechert 1994],
The lobes in the upper portion are positioned well for nesting DNA forming
somewhat of a bore-hole barely large enough in diameter for DNA. The size of the
hole tapers down to the active site Tyrosine 783 at the bottom of the hole. The taper
would only allow a single oligo-nucleotide strand reach the bottom. It is difficult to
say fi-om this whether that attached strand is the overhang or the shorter strand. The
distance in the crystal of the catalytic tyrosine hydroxyls is 28 A far more than a 4 base
pair overlap (considering 3.5 A per step). Manipulating the structure to squeeze
together the scissors jack elbows can bring the distance down to 14 A just right for 4
base pair overlap. Since there is only one topoisomerase 2 structure available it is
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difficult to guess the complexities of movement. But there is something to say about
the tyrosine attachment and strand overhang.

Overhang 5* or 3*?

The cycle of topoisomerase attachment, cutting, strand passing, re-ligation, and
detachment has been elegantly described [OsherofiF 1991]. The temporary cut by
topoisomerase 2 is accomplished by the hydroxyl of a tyrosine attacking each side of
the phosphate backbone, performing a trans-esterification. This results in tyrosine
attached covalently to the phosphate and a nucleotide hydroxyl on the cut side. Due
to the transitory nature of the cut and the indefiniteness of the twisting endpoint, it is
difficult to directly determine whether attachment and overhang are 3' or 5'.. An
indirect polymerase extension method indicates 5' overhang and 5' attachment (the 5"*
line of table 7 below), leaving a 3' OH during the transient cut [Liu 1983, Morrison
1979], The authors did admit to the suggestive quality of this data but the model has
been repeated so many times in review publications that this has become dogma which
sometimes doesn't even have a reference cited. The oft repeated crude model appears
like this:
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tyr
Figure 11. Four base pair overlap of DNA cut - widely held model

In my attempts to dock DNA into the topoisomerase it didn't fit right to satisfy
this widely held model. By considering how the cut DNA with overhangs would fit
into topoisomerase, I found a basis for disagreement with the generally held model.
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widely held model
(JBIoChem25a8421 1983)

1

is inconsistent with topo 2 structure

3' overhang fits better

Figure 12. 5' or 3' overhang? (top view)
In the figure above, the upper view of oligomer renders the generally held view
of a 5' overhang and 5' attachment (line 5 of table 7), leaving a 3' OH during the
transient cut {Liu LF 1989, Wang 1996], Notice in the figure how the diagonal of the
cut junction fails to match the slant of the meeting of the two units of topoisomerase.
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The lower oligomer shows one possibility (line 2 of table 7) with a cut angle
which would match the topoisomerase structure better. There are some other
possibilities. Theoretically, a pair of cuts in DNA could end up with 8 different
combinations of overlap and tyrosine attachment as shown in the table below.
Table 8
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The actual type necessarily depends on how the attacking tyrosines and
assisting residues are spatially placed by the enzyme (discussed further in the active site
section later). The 4 base pair separation is equivalent to nearly a half turn of the usual
B-DNA so the phosphates somewhat face across the groove from each other. The 3'
overhang types would face across the minor groove while the 5' ones face across the
major groove. If we knew which groove, the modeling would be simplified by half and
we'd know which to target with inhibitors.

A structural steric factor is a bulky helix

formed by residues 532-548 at the base of the DNA docking region which fits into the
major groove better than the minor groove. The end of the helix, residue 548, is about
15 A from Tyrosine 783, about 5 base pair steps or about a half turn of B-DNA. This
would favor the two tyrosines facing across the minor groove and the 3' overhang. So
the enzyme feature might be called a groove determining helix.
I have identified 5 types of conceptual problems presented by the structure
which afiFect the likelihood of the eight possibilities, detailed below. It is not
uncommon for enzymes to overcome some mild energetic barriers, such as favoring a
secondary hydroxyl for 5' attachment over a primary hydroxyl. However, some of the
problems noted below create substantial structural obstacles. Interestingly, there are
some conceptual problems with all eight types in the table. And most interesting is
that the widely held model has the most conceptual problems!
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5'P-Tyr

i

j;P-Tyr

Figure 13. Tyrosine passage and overhang, lines 5 & 6

1) Tyrosine passage is required in the upper representation (line 5) and not in
the lower (line 6) because of the combination of attachment and overhang.
Considering how deeply embedded the tyrosines are in the crystal structure
that would require considerable reorganization of the protein. This would
involve wasted motion which would be disfavored by evolution.
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2) Cut angle, as discussed above, ought to match the enzyme structure. It
presents a similar steric problem to the tyrosine passage.
3) One side loose, leaving one side of the DNA dangling unguided seems
highly unlikely.
4) Methoxide is a stronger nucleophile than isopropoxide [Reeve 1979] so
when the tyrosine attacks the phosphate and releases a proton there would
be a modest thermodynamic advantage leaving a free 5' Me-OH, which
leaves the tyrosine with a 3' attachment. It is worth remembering that many
enzymes overcome this degree of difference so this is probably the smallest
of these four obstacles. The placement of the required magnesium
(discussed later) could direct the reaction.
5) 5' overhang is disfavored by groove determining helix formed by residues
532-548
5'5' (line 5), the widely held model, is somewhat untenable in requiring the
tyrosines to pass each other during separation. 3'5' (line 6) would be in a better
position to separate more easily as seen in the above figure. Another advantage 6 has
over 5 is the primary 5' hydroxyl left free. However, both these types have the
common problem of the cut angle not fitting the crystal structure (as described above).
Lines 3,4,7 and 8 have in common the unlikely arrangement of two covalent
attachments to one side and none to the other leaving one piece of double strand DNA
loose and an asymmetric cut by an otherwise symmetrical homo-dimer.
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Lines 1 and 6 would be thermodynamically favored over lines 2 and 5 due to
leaving a free 5' (primary) OH.
In conclusion, modeling the structure provides substantial doubt about the
widely held dogma. The 5'3' (line 2) cut has the smallest structural obstacle, with 5'
attachment and 3' overhang. Great advances in the tools of molecular biology have
been made in recent years and it is hoped that new methods be used to revisit this
matter to clear it up.
Drug selected mutant bioinformatic analysis
A variety of topoisomerase mutants have been reported from drug resistant cell
cultures and from site directed mutagenesis studies. Without a structure, the mutants
can only be laid out along a simple linear sequence as was done in recent papers [Rubin
1996; Beck 1996]. Without relating the location of these mutations relative to active
site and other structural components only minimal insight is gained. A quantum jump
in understanding the enzyme can be gained by identifying where on a three dimensional
structure these mutations are. Mutations affecting drug action are instructive in the
dynamics of the structure.
It has been shown that human leukemia cells selected for m-AMSA resistance,
which have Arg486>Lys mutation, are not cross resistant to other topoisomerase
inhibitors (etoposide, doxorubicin) [Lee 1992]. This is a conserved ATP binding motif
[Hanks 1988; Wyckofif 1989]. The homologous mutation in yeast topoisomerase 2,
Arg476>Lys has been reported without AMSA resistance while change in the adjacent
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residue 475 does confer resistance [Wasserman 1994], E. coli gyrase, which has Lys
at the homologous position is resistant to m-AMS A and the mutation, Lys447>Glu is
responsible for nalidixic resistance [Yamagishi 1986],
The literature of the mutants is summarized in the table below and analyzed
with respect to the three dimensional structure in the discussion afterward.
Table 9 drug induced mutations
amsa etop ellip dox milox Fquin cmpt dugs ref
Mutation
Sc Glyl44>Ile,Pro
Lindsley
lose ATPase
cho C426>Y
Rizvi
R
Consv 429-56 ATP[Bugg]
GxxGxGKTxxxxxx(IAO
hu Ala429>del
Sc Lys439>Gln
Sc Lys439>Glu
hu Arg449>Gln
& Pro802>Ser =Sc439
hu Arg449>Gln
hu Arg450>Gln or 803
Conserved 474-8 l(Sc)
PLRGKMLN, ATP motif
[Wasserman, Wyckoff]
hu Arg486>Lys
hu Arg486>Lys
hu Arg486?> & ?494>?
gy Lys447
=hu486
gyLys447>GIu =hu486
Sc Arg476>Lys
Sc LR475-6> AG
Sc PLR474-6>AVG
Sc Lys478>Ala
cho Arg493>Gln

r
r
r

r

R
r
r
rR

Campain
Nitiss
Nitiss
Danks

R
r

Bugg
Hsiung, Nitiss

R
r
R
r
r
=

r
r
r
R

Lee
Zwelling,Hinds
Kubo
Hinds,
Yamagishi
Yoshida
Wasserman
Wasserman
Wasserman
Wasserman
Chan
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ScHis507&521>Tyr A4

r

r

Sc Ala642>Thr/Gly Consv rR
Sc Ala642>Ser
Conserved 735-41 [Liu]
gy Ser83>Ala =Sc741
gy Ser83>Leu =Sc741
gy Ser83>Trp =Sc741
ScGly738>Asp
101*
Sc Ser741>Ala =gy83
Sc Ser741>Leu =gy83
Sc Ser741>Trp =gy83
Sc Gly748>GIu
hu Ala744>Thr
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r
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=

=

=
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=

=

=
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Reece
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Nitiss
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Takano
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nucleotide binding
Sc Pro824>Ser
r
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Sc Pro824>Ser
r
ScPro821>Gln(^25 4
cho GIy851>Asp =Sc830

R

Liu
Holm Liu
Hashimoto
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=
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ScArgll95>Lys
cho
Conserved 1012
ScHisl012>Tyr

102* r

r

r

Nitiss Liu
Rizvi,Ng

R

Froelich

r

arm

Sc t2-l temp sen (^5
Sc t2-l temp sen @30

=

r

+

r
+

Nitiss
Nitiss

amsa etop
eliip dox mitox Fquin cmpt chjgs
Mutation
ref
notes: r resistant, R drug selection, rR drug sel confirmed by site dir mut;
= unchanged
+ Sensitive
* reconstructed 101 has normal drug response, lack explaination;
knot activity: 102 normal, 101 10%, 103 25% of normal wt [Liu]
** increased cleavage rather than inhibiting re-ligation (30,31)

Interestingly, all of these drug induced mutations are relatively distant, over 10

A, fi-om the catalytic RYP. In regards to that it is worth recalling this is an extended
flexible protein and all distances are subject to change. The differences in how
particular sites affect sensitivity to different drugs gives some insights in varying
mechanisms of the different subgroups of topoisomerase 2 inhibitors. Structure
activity relations will be discussed in greater detail below but there is much confusion in
that and some clarification may be gained by combining that information with this
mutant map.
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4
Figure 14. Residues 1012, 861, 818-30, 884, 521 & 507

Most striking is the mutation at residue 1012 (His to Tyr), near the joint of the
helical arm extension. This change makes cells resistant to etoposide, sensitive to
ellipticine and unchanged to amsacrine. The exact mechanism is not incontrovertible
for either of these compounds but it is widely believed that the first is a direct binder
and the other two are intercalator poisons. The sensitivity to the intercalators,
amsacrine and ellipticine, demonstrates continued functionality of topoisomerase. So
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this change apparently doesn't disable topoisomerase but mainly changes etoposide
inhibition. Some speculation might be made of the implication of this based on the
differences in properties of histidine from tyrosine, most obviously size, and pKa. The
larger aromatic tyrosine might provide steric protection from binding by etoposide
polar groups. The higher pKa of tyrosine, 10 vs. 6, might affect hydrogen binding or
transfer.
The Ser861>Phe is also by the arm joint. My multiple sequence alignment of
115 topoisomerase sequences shows it to be well conserved except for being replaced
by alanine in human 23, Crithidia , and Trypanosoma, or lysine in African swine fever.
This might have implications in isomer or species selective inhibition.
818-30, also near the arm joint, is conserved in Saccharomyces, T4 phage,
Drosophila, human 2a, and gyrase [Liu], Affects of changing Pro 821 or 824 suggest
some structural importance for prolines here, which form a beta turn with the two
intervening residues. Changing proline 824 causes resistance to both amsacrine and
etoposide but not to quinolones whereas changing proline 821 does impact the
quinolones.
Arg884>Pro creates resistance to all five compounds tested indicating
fundamental importance. It is on a lobe which has been hypothesized to cradle the
DNA being cut. It is common for positive amino acids of DNA binding proteins to
form charge interactions with the negative DNA. So it appears that this arginine is
involved with topoisomerase binding to DNA.

His507&521>Tyrosine is one of the closest to the catalytic Tyr783, at 16 A
away. Although some distance from the active site, these are among the closest of
histidines to the active site and might be involved in a proton transport chain for the
proton which moves for the trans-esterification reaction.

Figure 15. Residues 429-81,735-41

429-56 [GxxGxGKTxxxxxx (lAO] is a conserved region and all known
mutations in this segment resist drug activity. The closest point of this segment to
Tyrosine 783 is over 20 A.
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474-8 l(Sc) PLRGKMLN is an adjoining lobe and also conserved region and
identified as an ATP motif [Wasserman 1994, WyckofF 1989], The only mutant in this
group that didn't cause drug resistance was the very conservative arginine to lysine
change.

The Glyl44>Ile or Pro losing ATPase activity suggests that it might loop

over to somewhere near this region. Although change at residue 1186 has no effect on
drug resistance, even a conservative arginine to lysine change at the nearby residue
1195 makes the enzyme resistant to all three compounds tested. Although the crystal
stops at 1178, that is part of a long helical arm which reaches up toward residue 439.
The section, 735-41 (Tyr-His-His-Gly-Glu-X-Ser) is conserved in
Saccharomyces, Drosophila and human 2a (751-62) and similar in gyrase [Liu]. The
Gln740 is 15 A firom Tyr783. Replacement of Gly738 by the larger aspartic acid
makes topoisomerase resistant to etoposide, amsacrine and fluoroquinolones, indicating
a fundamental effect. The multiple changes done at Ser741 give a little insight to that
site. Changing to polar alanine or non-polar leucine has no effect while a bulky
tryptophan causes sensitivity to etoposide, resistance to fluoroquinolones and no
change for amsacrine.
A study with a mutation only vaguely identified as being in the 3' region, is
nonetheless instructive about selective resistance to drugs. A MDA-VP human breast
cancer cell line selected by exposure to 1 ug/ml etoposide had a drug survival fi-action
which increased 20-60 fold with etoposide but only 10 fold with amsacrine and 2 fold
with doxorubicin [Asano 1996b]. This corresponds with a prior study selecting human
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leukemia cells with amsacrine which developed a 208 fold resistance to amsacrine and
only 6 fold for etoposide [Lee MS 1992]. This latter study also showed only 3 fold
resistance to doxorubicin, which is commonly believed to intercalate DNA and poison
topoisomerase much like amsacrine, suggesting differences even between intercalators.
Further proof of the impact of topoisomerase mutation is provided by a few
studies using gene rescue. Etoposide resistant human brain tumor cells were resensitized by transfer of Drosophila topoisomerase II gene [Asano 1996a] or human
topo2a gene [Asano 1996c].

Etoposide selected human breast cancer cells were re-

sensitized by human topoisomerase 2a [Asano 1996b]. Etoposide resistant Chinese
hamster ovary cells became 20 fold more sensitive to the drug when Drosophila
topoisomerase 2 was transfected and even though the Drosophila t2 mRNA was only
0.1% of endogenous mRNA [Eder 1993].
Although this bioinformatic sequence-structure analysis lacks definitive finding
on its own, it does contribute to seeing that there are multiple ligand inhibition sites on
topoisomerase and multiple modes of poisoning. In overview, it is interesting that the
area within 15 A of the somewhat embedded catalytic tyrosine is relatively fi-ee of
mutations. Most of the drug resistant mutations are over 20 A away fi^om there, and
appear to have more to do with the binding of DNA or the kinetic flexing of enzyme
extensions.

The two adjoining lobes formed by residues 429-456 and 474-481

account for many of these mutants. It is unfortunate that etoposide and AMS A so
dominate these studies. The hard work of selecting these cell mutants has already been
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done and it would be relatively trivial to test on them the other agents to fill out the
chart and provide more insight of drug selective effects.
Homology of human topoisomerase structure from yeast
It is generally considered that sequence identity of over 25% makes a candidate
for creating a homology model to reveal evolutionary changes which might offer insight
to species selective inhibitors. The recently elucidated Saccharomyces cerevisiae yeast
topoisomerase 2 [Ibgw, Berger 1996], which has 45% identity to human 2a and 46%
to human 23 [http://expasy.hcuge.ch] made a good candidate.
Aside from the Pro802 mutation , just two residues fi'om the active site
tyrosine, the closest amino acid change to the active site tyrosine is a histidine (H521),
12 Angstroms away [Nitiss 1994].
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Active Site Analysis

5?5B GLU

ff

S cerev xtal

Human homology

Figure 16. Active site-yeast vs. Human

The active site figure above shows the substantial similarity of the yeast crystal
structure with the human homology model with the most significant change being yeast
glutamine 554 evolved to His 566 in human. That could make a difference in pKa
which ought to be significant considering the enzyme tyrosine attack involves a proton
transfer. This change suggests evolution to a better proton donor for the transesterification reaction with the DNA phosphate. Histidine often appears near the
active sites of enzymes which assist proton transfer (reductases, dehydrogenases,
endonucleases) because it is the amino acid with the closest pKa to physiological pH.
Histidine can provide a pathway for protons to be transferred to the active site. With
other enzymes, it has been found that mutating an active site histidine to glutamine can
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reduce activity; as evident with dehydrogenase [Ehrig], xylose isomerase [Lee],
acetyltransferase [Lewendon], phospholipase [Annand], and glycohydrolase [Antoine].
Yet, the yeast topo has functioned for a billion years, so it apparently uses the acidic
glutamates for proton transfer rather than a histidine imidazole. Proteins which use
glutamate for proton transfer include: RNase [Gohda], rhodopsin [Jager, Brown], and
photosynthetic reaction center [Paddock]. Glutamine has been identified as part of the
proton transfer path in triose-phosphate isomerase [Joseph-McCarthy] and cytochrome
[Paddock]. A change in route of proton pathway, from glutamate to histidine, could
help explain why topoisomerase inhibitors used for cancer therapy are not necessarily
anti-fiangal, and vice versa.
The tyrosines involved in the trans-esterification, yeast 783 and human 804 are
shown in the figure in bold towards the viewer. For both species, the tyrosine oxygen
which attacks the phosphate is held between two charged nitrogens, 3.5-4.7 A to either
side. On the left is an adjacent arginine (a-R782), which is conserved in the human
model (a-R803). On the right is an arginine of the other (beta) monomer (B-R589),
which is conservatively replaced by a lysine (B-K598) in humans. In the crystal the
tyrosine topoisomerase is in a pinched area of the enzyme, with the hydroxyl right at
one surface (presumably where DNA binds) and the steric bulk of approximately 2-3
amino acids from the other side of the enzyme. This closeness to the inside surface of
the donut shaped crystal leads to speculation of alternate DNA binding models.
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Away from the viewer, deeper and behind the tyrosine is a glutamic acid from
the other monomer (B-E586), holding its oxygen just 2.7 A away from the Tyr-0. The
closeness suggests a shared hydrogen in between. This glutamic acid is conserved in the
human as B-E595. Nearby is a trio of glutamic acids (B-E590-2) which are embedded
and form something of a path to the inner surface of the donut shaped crystal. This
acid path has been replaced in humans to hydroxyl path of Ser-Ser-Thr. This might
possibly be a proton transport path and the evolution to hydroxyls could be expected to
slow such transport.

\

E586
COOH

-Q554
COOH
E590

/

I

R589
N+
Tyr-OH

surface
(DNA?)

N+
R782

I

Figure 17. Active site coordination (yeast numbers)

A simplified schematic of the catalytic hydroxyl is shown above, with
coordination between two basic amino acids and two acidic ones which form somewhat
of a box of about 5-7 angstroms on each side.
Slightly further away, 5.4 A from the Tyr-0, is the carbonyl of Asp 552 which
holds its side chain carboxyl out into solution. It is a candidate residue for
coordinating the magnesium ion ; however, it has evolved in humans to arginine 565
which would repel a Mg2+ but provide stronger interaction with DNA negative
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charges. Further up along the surface, are glu-asp 512-513 which are conserved in
human as glu-asp-glu-asp 522-5. They are at the tip of a floppy loop which, in the
crystal, is at the base of the major groove determining helix (532-48). The doubling to
4 acid residues in human topoisomerase might make for better Mg2+ coordination.
Also nearby, and possibly contributing to Mg2+ coordination, is Asp 635, conserved as
Glu-Asp 643-4 in the human sequence.

tope 2a active site
human homology model

SorinsBM-tSSB

^

Figure 18 Active site, human 2a

Looking further away from the active site tyrosine, the nearest histidine in the
yeast topoisomerase structure is 12 angstroms away. Three others are (in different
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directions) within 15 angstroms. Interestingly, the nearest histidine, H521, mutates to
tyrosine in etoposide resistant cells [Nitiss].
In conclusion, human topoisomerase could be interpreted as an improved form
in view of the His 566 being a better proton donor than yeast Gin 544 and the acid
repeat at 522-5 providing more control of the Mg2+ positioning than yeast 512-3.
The Asp 552 in yeast is well positioned to fit in the major groove of DNA and
evolution to Arg 565 might be to improve interaction with negatively charged DNA or
to reduce susceptibility to intercalator topoisomerase poisons.
It would be worth following this homology model by creating one of topo 2p to
pursue the sequence comparison described earlier.
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Trans-esterification

Figure 19. Trans-esterification reaction

The above reaction is readily reversible and there are some calculations which
suggest the change free energy is quite small, on the order of 1 Kcal/mol [Champoux
1990], Semi-empirical calculations lends support to the modest energy. In fact,
implying that the broken phosphate is actually favored over intact phosphate by a little
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more than one Kcal/mol. This suggests a reason why ATP is required for the final religation step and not for the initial breaking step.
Table 10. Transesterification energy
Method
Kcal/moI
AMI
-1.5
PM3
-3.7
MNDO
-3.0
Magnesium is required to make the cut in DNA but it is not clear whether or
not it is involved with the reconnection [OsherofF 1991]. Magnesium has been
observed crystallographically 1.9 A from DNA phosphate oxygens for E. coli RV
endonuclease coordinated between oxygens (2.3 A) of Asp 74 and Glu 45 [Kostrewa
1995]. It is possible that Mg^* cation assists the cutting reaction by distorting the
electron density of the phosphate to allow closer approach of the tyrosine for
nucleophilic attack. My Spartan calculation with Mg ion provides a model of how the
cation can distort the electron field.
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Figure 20. Mg ion (lower) pulls phosphate electron density down
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As seen in the figure, one would expect the Mg2+ induced distortion to also
help determine which of the phosphate bonds is broken and, therefore, whether the
tyrosine is attached 5' or 3', leaving the other as a free -OH. Since there is no obvious
histidine proton donor nearby it can be conjectured that the proton for the free OH
comes from tyrosine 783 as its oxygen attacks the phosphorus.
03'

H

I

I

P
i
05'

0-tyr
Mg2+ HOOC-

One can also anticipate that said proton will be repulsed from the Mg2+ so if the Mg2+
is held near the 5' oxygen the proton would be nearest to and protonate the 3' oxygen,
resulting in a 5' attachment, as with types 5 and 2 in the earlier discussion, the dogma
and my preferred ones, respectively. While this doesn't in itself resolve the attachment
issue, it does contribute to narrowing down the other possibilities. It is ordinary for
catalytic cations in an enzyme active site to be coordinated and guided by acid residues.
Examining the region near the active site Tyr-O reveals only a few acidic residues, even
though the sequence analysis shows a higher than average presence of them (15.7% vs.
11.6%) for the whole protein [Expasy].
In the yeast crystal structure Asp 552 is held out alone into solution about 7 A
from the tyr-0 and so could very well receive the Mg2+ ion. It can be speculated that
the Mg2+ will be coordinated at the interface junction of the topoisomerase and DNA
between Asp 552 and a phosphate. A test docking with B-DNA into the active site
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holding a backbone phosphorus a few angstroms from the Tyr-0 demonstrated the
feasibility of an Asp 552 oxygen being 5 A away from the 05', about the right distance
to have an intervening Mg2+. In this test configuration the Asp 552 is in the major
groove, less than 5 A from a Gua N7 1 Vi steps up the DNA from the Tyr-0. The side
chain of an intercalator docked two bases away from the tyrosine cut is well positioned
to interfere with the Asp 552. However, Asp 552 has evolved to Arg 565 in humans
and could explain some species difference in enzymatic activity and selectivity which
might be exploited in drug design.
The next nearest acidic residues are the pair Glu-Asp 512-13. They are not
only conserved in human topoisomerase but also repeated as Glu-Asp-Glu-Asp (5225). They are well positioned to be along the DNA backbone and might coordinate the
required Mg2+ with phosphates.

These residues are on a floppy loop which is in

contact with the end of the groove positioning helix (532-48 in yeast).
Further elucidation of this would involve site directed mutations on these acid
residues. Alanine ought to eliminate activity. It might also be interesting to mutate
the potential proton transport path (acidic 590-2 in yeast or 599-601 in human)
mentioned earlier to see if that stops proton transfer of trans-esterification.
That inhibitors interfere with reconnection and not with cutting suggests some
kind of interference with the ATP hydrolysis. A conserved segment of the
topoisomerase 2 sequence (474-81 in yeast), which has been suggested to be an ATP
binding motif, has been shown in the mutant analysis (described earlier) to be
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associated with drug resistance. Too much of the region near this is unsolved to make
further statements about it.
The topoisomerase-DNA cleavage complex with inhibitor is sometimes referred
to as the ternary complex. Considering the requirement of ATP and Mg, it might just
as well be called the quinary complex

This concludes the top down analysis from the perspective of macromolecular
topoisomerase and DNA structure effects on inhibitor design.

Discussion will now

shift to the bottom up approach of looking at the structure-activity relations of
inhibitors.
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PRESENT STUDY OF AMONAFIDE -> AZONAFIDE SAR
Structure activity relationship was investigated by me in stages:
•

direct comparison of two analogs, amonaiide and azonafide

•

statistical QSAR analysis of activity of 80 analogs

•

broad look at the literature of inhibitors

The methods, results, and conclusions of the portion of this study comparing
amonafide with azonafide intercalation are presented in the paper appended to this
thesis (Appendix A). The following is a summary of the methods and most important
findings in this paper plus associated research.

INHIBITOR METHODS
building molecules:

The coordinates data file for the decanucleotide model

GGCCGGCCGG.CCGGCCGGCC was icindly supplied by Michael Corey (BurroughsWellcome Co.). It contains a gap suitable for manually docking an intercalating drug.
This inter-nucleotide gap is located at the midpoint, between G5 and G6 and has an
inter-nucleotide distance of approximately double the normal 3.4 A distance.
Compounds were constructed with the Build module of Chemlab II program. Coor
dinates fi-om the minimized structure were used to calculate the partial atomic charges
with GAUSSIAN 80 on a VAX. These charges were assigned to the molecule which
was then refined in AMBER 3.0 using the follov^ng: a distance dependent dielectric
constant, a cutoff distance of 99 A for non-bonded pairs, and updating of the pair list
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every 100 cycles until the root mean square gradient was less than 0.1 kcal/mol A.
MIDAS was used to dock the minimized compound into the center of the DNA gap.
This was done for both major and minor grooves and with the drug flipped up and
down, in both 3' and 5' directions (with respect to the first strand).
Calculation & enthalpy comparison:

When the compounds are placed

into intercalated position in the DNA the side chain at the center, which is a protonated
amino hydrogen bond donor, is approximately equidistant fi-om several acceptors: four
phosphates of the DNA backbone and 06 of guanine.

many H-bond
acceptors

Figure 21. DNA docking gap
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This type of docking requires a search of conformational space, representing the
range of possible starting positions. To reduce the number of starting configurations a
strategy of high enough temperature and dielectric to overcome local minima was used.
The idea was to take it to the edge of volatility without crossing over to instability and
decomposition of structure. Determining just the right combination of settings which
allowed enough looseness of atom movement to search conformational space but
enough tightness to keep the hydrogen bonds from falling apart required repeated
attempts but was instructive in how unstable DNA is. Dielectric (the distancedependent reduction of charge-charge interactions) and temperature (Newtonian
velocity of the atoms) were the primary adjustments, using the resulting integrity of the
helix as a measure of success. Others have suggested improved simulation of water
when doing in vaciio calculations by using a dielectric of 4 [Daggett 1991], but I found
that this reduced the inter-base interactions too much, causing the DNA to dissociate
and collapse. Consequently, a dielectric of 3 was used for these studies.
The endpoint used was the making of a hydrogen bond between the
compound's tertiary amine side chain and one of the nucleotide acceptors. After a first
calculation the drug was re-docked as far as possible in the opposite direction to test if
the same result would be reached (i.e. if the first ended to the right, it was re-docked to
the left.)
For the solvation dynamics, in order to determine what is sufficient equilibration
of water without wasting valuable computer time, a simple water motion evaluation
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script was made. The script simply gets the X-Y-Z coordinates of each oxygen atom
of two files (before and after dynamics) and evaluates the distance moved. It provides
the average distance and a rough distribution of the movement by the water oxygens.
This was used to assist in developing the combination of temperature and time.
Early results showed dominance of hydrogen bonding of the compound's amine
to DNA backbone phosphates. This is in part because in vacuo calculation lacks salt
counter-ions to offset the phosphate charge. Several modifications of the phosphate
charges were tried. Greatest success was with Hingerty's method of reducing the
electron charge of the each backbone oxygen by 1/4, fi-om -0.847 to -0.597 to bring the
phosphate group to half the AMBER standard value and this is what was used
throughout.
Calculations were done with AMBER version 3 on a Silicon Graphics model
4D/80. Coordinates were captured and structures minimized in AMBER to a RMS of
0.1 kcal/mol. The regime finally decided on was:
1) 5 ps of belly dynamics of drug plus 1 base pair on either side at 400 C
which allowed the drug to search conformational space within the gap
without decomposing the DNA;
2) 15 ps of belly dynamics of drug plus 2 base pairs on either side at 400 C;
3) repeated periods of dynamics, 20 ps each at 300 K;
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4) minimization to RMS of 0.1 kcal/mol. All were run at least two periods
of dynamics; some were subjected to additional periods until stabilized (no
further changes occurring in structure).
CoMFA comparison with force fields: The following operations were

performed on a SGI workstation: a) structures were built with Sybyl 6.3 (Tripos Inc),
coordinates for the HTVP set were kindly provided by Kate Holloway; b) partial
charges were assigned with AMPAC AMI; c) structures were aligned based on the
common portion of the molecular set (the Thrombin set was aligned on the 3 atoms
which hydrogen bond to the protein); d) CoMFA was conducted with a variety of
Tripos and Grid version 15 [Goodford 1985] probes and lattice dimensions and step
sizes; e) PLS (Partial Least Squares) was done to determine the important
components and predictive error of the model.
Apex QSAR: azonafide analogs were built in Insight (MSI Inc.), conformers
were generated, cluster was used to reduce the number to under 20, and the results
were entered into an Apex database which creates super-impositions and calculates
regression of activity associations with chemical features.
Ludi idea generation: this is a software program (MSI Inc.) which is basically

an idea generator for modifications to a core ligand docked in a receptor. It analyzes a
receptor for potential hydrogen bond and lipophilic sites and uses its library of about
1000 fragments to add substituents onto a user supplied core ligand.
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INHIBITOR RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Azonafide binds more strongly than amonafide (-57.3 vs. -47.9 kcal/mol
respectively). Net enthalpy change (binding plus distortion in DNA and drug) favors
azonafide over amonafide by -1.4 kcal/mol. Moving fi^om solvent into intercalation
has a net enthalpy loss of 25.5 for azonafide and 28.8 for amonafide. Combining the
net drug-DNA binding enthalpy and the partial loss of solvation enthalpy gives a net
enthalpy change for the overall process of -7.8 for azonafide and -3.1 for amonafide.
Thus, azonafide intercalation is favored by -4.7 kcal/mol. This represents enthalpy and
not fi'ee energy because we do not have quantitative estimates of the entropy changes
resulting fi-om intercalation. The larger azonafide would require more ordered waters
and likely to have a greater entropy effect when they are released upon intercalation.
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Figure 22. Solvation & intercalation relative energies of two compounds

Atom by atom analysis of the interactions between intercalator and DNA shows
that the difference of interaction can be accounted for flilly by the third ring of
azonafide vs. the amine of amonafide.

The third ring consistently had a calculated

interaction of 6-8 kcal/mol whereas the amonafide amine was only approximately 1
kcal/mol.
Dielectric setting affected hydrogen bonds. Distances of hydrogen to heavy
acceptor atoms were approximately 0.3 A longer with dielectric 3 than the 1.6 A when
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dielectric 1 was used. The N to O distances opened a lesser extent, by 0.1 or less,
toward the -2.8 A measured experimentally in proteins. This would be because the
reduced electrostatic interaction decreases the attraction.
Realistic dynamics were demonstrated by the wide movements of the drug side
chain, transient breakage and re-annealing of intemucleotide hydrogen bonds, and the
second (opposite) docking attaining the position of the first. A measure of success in
our method of simplifying the search of conformational space was the confirmation of
conformation after a second docking in the opposite direction of the first result.

In

other words, if the first docking (started in the center) ended to the right, the second
was done to the left to test if it would sweep all the way over to the right. In the
major groove amonafide N2 coordinated with N7 and 06 of the nearest Guanine. The
lowering to 41 Kcal net binding energy in one case was due only to distortion of a
broken base pair at the end of the oligomer; intercalation of the drug was just like the
1st in all other ways.
It was observed both in these results and during the development of conditions
that the side chain of azonafide had a marked propensity to rotate as long is it wasn't
held by a hydrogen bond to a phosphate.

In contrast, amonafide only had one case of

marked side chain rotation. I propose this is because the larger chromophore allows
the azonafide to reach out farther to allow fi-eer rotation of the side chain.
Despite the difference in size of the chromophores of amonafide and azonafide
the energy of interaction of intercalation is nearly the same in all four directions, 35-38
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Kcal/mol. There is substantially more interaction by the 3rd ring of azonafide, 6-8,
than by the amonafide amine, approximately 1.

Major differences appear in the chain

interaction with DNA. Results with hydrogen bonding to phosphate had 18-19
Kcal/mol whereas most others were around 10-12, with the notable exception of
model ecj35dd where coordination with N7-06 conferred about the same amount as
the phosphate.
The coordination with Guanine N7-06 corresponds to calculations a decade
ago predicting cations would be attracted to the N7 of guanine [Chen 1987], The
point is not so much the importance of the coordination as much that it illustrates the
ability of the side chain to sweep around and allow an induced fit between the
topoisomerase and DNA. The azonafide appears to have more possibilities of
poisoning the enzyme due to a greater ability of the side chain movement.

Conclusions about amonafide vs. azonafide
Larger planar aromatic interaction provides stronger hydrophobic interaction
with the base pairs it is intercalated between so it can also reach out a little, without
falling out, allowing the side chain greater freedom of rotation.
The phosphate backbone, which is the target of the topoisomerase tyrosine, can
be reached by intercalator side chain tertiary amine, which might possibly compete and
interfere with the proton transfer necessary for release of the enzyme.
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Error in force field based calculations
AMBER 3 force-field includes non-covalent parameters for electrostatic, van
der Waals dispersion and hydrogen bonds [Weiner 1986 & 1984], Not explicitly
included are polarization and charge transfer, which would require quantum mechanics
which is too complex for the macromolecules this study looks at.

Although absolute

Gibbs fi-ee energy cannot be determined, the similarity of the two intercalators allows
consideration of relative binding.
The comparison obtained for azonafide provided a result which fits a reasonable
qualitative sense of theory. However, the errors in the force field basis must be
acknowledged. One of the first FEP calculations predicted solvation fi^ee energy of
methanol/ethane within a Kcal/mol, 6.75 vs. 6.93, a 2.7% error [Jorgensen 1985].
Kuntz states "that force fields and empirical energy fiinctions can rarely achieve better
than +/- 2 Kcal/mol accuracy except within a family of compounds that have little
conformational flexibility and that all bind in a very similar manner" [Kuntz 1994]. In
favorable cases, relative fi-ee energies of association within 1 Kcal/mol of experiment
have been achieved [Merz 1989]. However, inaccuracies in force fields and
representation of the system and especially, sampling conformational space, have
restricted the number of systems that could be done accurately [van Gunsteren 1990;
Beveridge 1989]
Force fields are empirically based on solid packed crystals and not on isolated
molecules. Protein parameters are based mainly on globular water soluble proteins
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whose structures have been successfully elucidated. Although modeling may appear to
simulate motion of a single molecule, it is well to remember that the reference structure
is as observed in a crystal, surrounded by and interacting with many solvent and buffer
neighbors. This means that force-field parameters are conditioned by the crystal
environment and any attempt to derive them from first principles must consider that
environment [Boeyens 1996],

Force fields are generally based on crystal structures,

which include environmental effects such as ion pairing, hydrogen bonds and cocrystallized solvent molecules. So an influence of these factors is implicitly included in
the force field and it is therefore not appropriate to refer to molecular mechanics
calculations as distinctly gas phase or in-vacuo even if not explicitly included in the
optimization [Comba & Hambley 1995]. Optimized structures of naked molecules
usually mimic crystal data pretty well. For small organic molecules, bond lengths are
reproduced to within 0.005 A and angles to 1 degree [Allinger 1976] and for small
coordination compounds to 0.010 A and 2-5 degrees [Bernhardt 1992, Comba 1993],
Dielectric constants include implicitly whatever is not explicitly dealt with in an
electrostatic model. [Gilson 1995].
The hydrogen bond parameter is explicit in some force-fields (including version
3 but not version 4 of AMBER) yet the length of a hydrogen bond varies significantly
depending on the environment. This reflects the lack of consensus on how to
parameterize hydrogen bonds to reflect the real world variance. For OHO, reports of
O to O distances range fi*om 2.36 to 3.69 A and experimental bond energies fi'om 31.5
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to less than 1 kcal/mol.

Analysis of Cambridge Structure Database shows that

conjugated resonance also plays a role with 0-0 distances; from 2.39 for resonant
intra-molecular P-diketone enols to over 2.80 for non-resonant crystals [Gilli 1996],
Hydrogen bonds of the same type in the same crystal vary 20% in contrast to covalent
bonds varying only 2%. Hydrogen atom position is usually inferred from points of
heavy atoms and not necessarily placed well. Competition of solvent water reduces
hydrogen bond strength [Jeffrey 1991].

Quantum calculations of 120 solutes

indicated that hydrogen bonding is poorly correlated with electrostatics [Friesner
1998], This sheds doubt on AMBER force-field which folded hydrogen bonding into
electrostatic energies with ver 4 of that software. The comprehensiveness of a forcefield parameterized for the hydrogen bond heavy atoms involved plus resonance with
nearby groups affects the results.
Typically, around 95% of a calculation is spent on non-bonded interactions,
which are based on gross approximation of a repulsive steric sphere surrounding an
attractive/repulsive nuclear electrostatic point charge. This is a crude semblance of
orbitals which actually undergo much polarization and distortion. It is ironic that so
much computational time is spent on this rough approximation which is the source of
much of the error.
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van der Waals spheres

CoMFA grid cubes

Figure 23. Orbital approximations

My study (while on summer internship at Abbott Inc.) comparing CoMFA
(ligand only) with force field based minimization (receptor with docked ligand) for five
enzymes (carbonic anhydrase, thymidine kinase, neuraminidase, thrombin, HIV
protease) verified the weakness of time consuming molecular calculations. Essentially,
the sphere and cube are equally poor approximations, while CoMFA is much faster to
calculate.
Table 11. Error of CoMFA ligand vs. force field receptor
Carbonic Thymidine Neuraminida Thrombin
HIVAnhydras
Kinase
se
Protease *
e
*
forcefield target
standard error
CoMFA ligand
standard error
#lnhibitors

0.39

0.63

0.90

1.13

0.74

0.33

0.56

0.59

0.94

1.10

20

18

23

35

33

T^e CoI»/ff A error was significantly (F test) greater for HIV Protease, less for
Neuraminidase and about the same for the other three sets of enzyme inhibitors. The
error was smallest for the set of small carbonic anhydrase inhibitors and largest for the
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set of large floppy HIV Protease inhibitors. The log order magnitude (10 fold) of the
error makes it apparent that both methods are fraught with error and there is great need
for improvements in binding prediction methodology.

Ludi design of additional azonafide analogs
Ludi was used upon several points of azonafide intercalated in DNA. A number
of possibilities were generated that were provided to my advisor for exploration of
synthetic feasibility.
SAR of topoisomerase inhibitors
Quantitative Structure Activity Relationship is a ligand centered approach
involving statistical analysis of binding relative to chemical and physical properties of a
set of compounds. It is both necessary and difficult, cheap and expensive.
The necessity is that bringing a drug into usage is enormously expensive. One
approximation of the cost is that the combined government and industrial annual
research is around $30 billion and there tends to be around 30 significant new drugs
introduced per year.

When you look at the time cost curve of a typical drug, it is

apparent that clinical testing is where the heavy costs are and where there are many
failures.

It is important to spend enough on the early design stages, including

modeling and QSAR, to help reduce the number of expensive clinical failures.
The difiSculty is that inhibition depends on several subtle parameters, including
steric fit, interactions of hydrogen bonding, charges, electron donating and accepting
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groups, hydrophobicity, and polarity. Since it is a statistical linear regression of a set
of compounds, it can detect a trend but is poor at alerting one to interesting exceptions,
outliers from the trend line. Those have to be ascertained by human reason. As noted
above, topoisomerase is especially complex since there are essentially two receptors.
How subtle the difference in activity is can sometimes be quite striking.

There are

some good examples among topoisomerase inhibitors.
The statistical analysis is relatively cheap and quick. However the necessary
binding data requires synthesis of the compounds and measurement of activity, which
can be costly.

SAR of azonafide analogs
Over 100 analogs of azonafide have been synthesized by the Remers group and
assayed on cell cultures by the Dorr group [Remers 1997],
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Table 12 Azonafide analog sxibstituents
R

4

5

-H
-C
-CC

1

-N
-N(C)2
-NCOC
-NCCOH
-NCOCCQa
-NCCN(Q2

33/127 87

101

6
46

7

8

9

19

10

11

102

15
35

14

29

30

3

34

61

26

27

52

146
20
130

100
103

122
133

74
70
140

57

-0CCN(C)2
-OCCCOH

145
5-//81
53
135
136
104/138
137

-sc
-see
-S02C

141
144
142

25

-OH
-OC
-OCC
-OCCC

32

105

86
72

85

59
71

-occsc

47

37
132
82
89
62

-N02

13

-N=N
-CI
-I
-F

2

88
125

36/75/8
0
106

17

75
107

124

60/16/7
3
83
117

58
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italics-cyctosol localized; bold-nucleus localized [Mayr 1997]
This matrix of substituents appeared initially to be a good basis for a study of
structure activity relations with the Apex and CoMFA software programs.
Unfortunately, that was unproductive, presumably due to enormous variability of the
whole cell assay. Literature searching about topoisomerase inhibitors revealed that
many others have grappled with the difficulty of this topic. Hansch & Leo, leading
experts on QSAR, analyzed a set of over 500 similar acting AMSA analogs and said
that they are "so similar that they offer no interesting ideas for making more selective
drugs" [Hansch 1995]. Yet, the situation may not be quite so bleak. Some broad
examination was done by spreadsheet analysis and literature searching, which turned up
some trends and some ambiguities.
A graph of activity using averages of ICjo values for ovarian + melanoma cells
and cardiotoxicity (LDjo to myocytes) indicates greater therapeutic indices with the
most active compounds. This result suggests that the less active ones operate by a less
specific and more generalized toxicity that affects all cells.
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Figure 24. Activity vs. cardio-toxicity graph (nM)
Although the activities of this set range from 5-15,000 nM, most are in the
range of20-2000 nM. This three orders of magnitude is generally considered to be a
minimum for any SAR study. Considering that the assay is based on whole ceUs
rather than isolated enzyme, this set of compounds probably doesn't span a wide
enough range of activity for statistically significant analysis. Another indication that
the activity range is too narrow is that by using the nuclear localization information
(discussed next), a subset of 29 amino and alkyl analogs was run on Apex with the
finding that a simple constant of -2.3 was sufficient to predict the activities with a poor
but not horrible RMS of .82 (because the activity range for this subset is so narrow).

How flat is flat enough for intercalation?
There are some indications among the azonafides favoring flatness of the planar
chromophore which would correspond to facilitating intercalation between DNA base
pairs. The 6-amino analog is 61 fold more active than the bulkier 6-methyl amide.
The shorter 6-dimethyl amine is 6 fold more active than the larger 6-dimethyI amine
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ethyl amine. The smaller 6-methyI is three fold more active than the 6-ethyI. The
smaller 6-Cl is nearly four fold more active than the bulkier 6-1. It has been previously
reported for a set of quinolones that flatness of the rings is correlated with substantial
increase in topoisomerase 2 poisoning [Bryskier 1995], The bulk of the alkoxy
azonafides is not correlated with activity so some other factor may be at play for them.

Nuclear localization of amine and alkoxy analogs
Fluorescent microscopy with a subset of these azonafide analogs indicates that
localization to the nucleus is favored by amine substituents and retarded by alkoxy
groups [Mayr 1997],
The amines are generally quite active. In addition to hydrogen bonding the
amine may also help mimic the properties of amino acids to facilitate transport into cells
via amino acid channels. The 8 amino analog is such an outlier from the others that
suspicion is raised about experimental error or a unique mechanism.
The alkoxy analogs have a range of cytotoxicity similar to the amines but the
poor nuclear localization and non-specificity of the whole cell assay leaves open the
question about what mechanism is involved.

Studies with other topoisomerase

inhibitors have indicated some negative impact by alkoxy substituents. Methoxy
azatoxins lack activity in a direct topoisomerase-DNA assay [Tepe 1996], HIV
integrase inhibitors, which are likely to need nuclear localization, are made less active
by methoxy [Fesen 1994]. It has been reported for a set of aza acridines that 7 oxy is
only 1/3 as active as the 7 hydro [Chen 1994]. It is also reasonable to think that an
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electron rich oxygen on the aromatic rings facing the direction of intercalation might be
repulsive with respect to electron rich DNA and therefore have a smaller fraction
intercalated. There is more to understand about the strength of activity of the alkoxy
effect and of the act of intercalation.

The nitro advantage?
The two azonafide analogs with nitro substituents were highly active, consistent
with finding reported with other nitro-aromatics. Mitonafide (3-nitro) was around 10
fold more potent than amonafide (3-amino) in vitro cell cultures [Brana 1995 & 1981]
and causes a greater amount of topoisomerase II mediated DNA fragments [Hsiang
1989]. If only a portion of the 10 fold difference can be explained by the DNA affinity,
this implies some other mechanism is confounding the data: whether it be covalent
reaction or greater cell take-up or other mechanisms. NO2 substituent is more active
at P388 cell killing than nitrogen in the ring at the same position of set of acridines
[Chen 1994],
The nitro electron withdrawing property was hypothesized to increase
intercalation interaction with nucleotides. While a DNA unwinding gel shift indicates
little difference [Brana 1995], more precise DNA melt temperature (Tm) measurements
show a greater delta Tm of 6.6 for the nitro vs. 3.5 for the amino version [Solyom]
indicating modestly more intercalation. Analysis of 188 nitro-aromatics found that
ones with three or more fused rings are 10-100 times more mutagenic than expected by
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log P and ELUMO (electron withdrawing groups) [Sams 1995] supporting a hypothesis
of metabolic reduction leading to DNA adducts [Einisto 1991; Bryant 1991],
CN and NO2 confer considerable cytotoxicity on several classes of compounds
but action is likely to be non specific alkylation of more than just topoisomerase since it
is not clear that the planar aromatic portion is a very effective means of targeting to
topoisomerase.

Odd over even
There is a trend for odd numbered positions to be better than even numbered
ones, no matter which substituent. There is no clear reason for this except that the 5
position appears to be favorable and may bias the statistics.

A broader look at other topoisomerase inhibitors
The mutation structure analysis shown earlier helped introduce the subtle
differences between compounds which have previously been clumped together as one
big group of planar aromatic topoisomerase inhibitors. The correct categorization and
distinction of these agents involves a great deal of subtlety and ambiguity. Even for
similar compounds having the characteristic planar composition for intercalation
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There is little reason why other enzymes which act on DNA wouldn't be
affected by the intercalators so there is great question about just what is being
measured in whole cell assays. Such other possibilities would include helicase, which
has similar function to topoisomerase and might even be required for topoisomerase
trapping [Howard 1994]; the DNA methyltransferases, for which association with
tumorigenicity and apoptosis have been shown [Baylin 1998]; Poly(ADP-ribose)
polymerase (PARP), which is in the apoptosis signaling pathway and is inhibited by
amino-naphthalimide which has structure similar to the amonafide discussed in this
paper [Banasik 1992].
Synergy and antagonism of topoisomerase inhibitors

A mixture of topoisomerase 1 inhibitor with different types of topoisomerase 2
inhibitors found synergy, especially when topotecan is followed by etoposide
[Grabowski 1996]. CHO cells allowed to repair after UV induced pyrimidine
dimerization were not affected by inhibitors of either topoisomerase 1 or topoisomerase
2, but when both inhibitors were used simultaneously the DNA repair was markedly
inhibited. In cells deficient for topoisomerase 1, repair is inhibited by topoisomerase 2
inhibitor alone [Stevnsner 1993], This suggests a therapeutic advantage in blending
inhibitors of both topoisomerase I and 2.
It is tempting to think that using a mixture of anti-topoisomerase 2 agents
having different mechanisms would provide synergy but there are some cases where the
opposite is clearly the case. Merbarone inhibits topoisomerase 2 unwinding (IC50 20
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uM) without topoisomerase associated DNA fragments yet it strongly interferes with
m-AMSA or teniposide induced damage, indicating a different mechanism [Drake
1989b]. Bis-dioxopiperazines inhibit topoisomerase 2 unwinding (ICjo 13 uM) without
fragmentation yet strongly interfere with etoposide induced DNA fragmentation
[Tanabe 1991]. Aclarubicin (a tri-glycosylated anthracycline) is weakly cytotoxic yet at
10 nM it strongly interferes with m-AMS A and modestly with etoposide cytotoxicity
[Jensen 1990], Of 5 cytotoxins which don't themselves cause topoisomerase
associated DNA fragments, 4 do strongly interfere with teniposide induced damage
[Chen 1993],

Problems with topoisomerase inhibition strategy
Like many other anti-cancer agents, the topoisomerase inhibitors are a doubleedged sword and may themselves cause unwanted mutation and cancer [Anderson
1994]. They are also able to induce drug resistance [Giaccone 1992] which would
cause refractory renussion requiring even more toxic therapies. Leukemias with
abnormalities in chromosome 1 lp23 are not uncommon after treatment with
topoisomerase n drugs [Cortes 1994]. The NCI screening program found some
sensitivity to topoisomerase inhibitors in ras mutated cells, yet ara-C was even more
effective for those cells [Koo 1996] The importance of an intact p53 apoptotic
pathway was discussed in the introduction. One medical professional has pointed out
that decades of research on new treatments has had little impact on reducing cancer
deaths and a shift to prevention and early detection is likely to be more cost effective
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[Bailar 1997]. Nonetheless, there are situations and cell types which lend themselves
to topoisomerase poisoning therapy.
Conclusions, implications and suggestion for future study
It is sensible to counter the growth of cancer with agents specific to particular
proteins which are expressed excessively.

As indicated in the introduction there are

some cancers high in topoisomerase 2 and they would be the best candidates for the
inhibitors discussed in this paper. Co-amplified receptors offer the possibility of
selective targeting to transformed cells. Although there is much more to learn about the
interaction of the three topoisomerase genes with their neighboring oncogenes it is
evident that all three are from chromosomal locations with known susceptibility to
damage leading to cancer.
Study of topoisomerase poisoning is particularly difficult because two
receptors, enzyme plus DNA, are involved. Study of the structure of topoisomerase 2
indicates that the widely accepted model of 5' overhang is inconsistent with
topoisomerase structure and that 3' overhang is more likely. A major groove aligning
helix has been identified near the active site. Homology modeling shows that the active
site region is well conserved between yeast and humans with some exceptions:
•

4 A away the Glu554->His566 change is likely to modify the proton
transport of the trans-esterification reaction conducted by this enzyme;
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•

two base pairs away yeast Asp 552 appears to probe DNA major groove
and becomes opposite charged Arg 565 in humans which is likely to change
base pairs selected by that residue;

•

8-15 A away along the probable location of DNA backbone, the acid pair
Glu-Asp 512-13 is conserved and repeated in humans as Glu-Asp-Glu-Asp
(522-5); these residues might coordinate the required Mg2+ along with
conserved Asp 635 (644 in human); The acidic triad 590-2 evolves to a
hydroxy triad and might provide a proton transport pathway for the transesterification reaction.

Drug resistant mutant structure analysis suggests multiple sites of action by
topoisomerase inhibitors and suggests the region of DNA binding
Prediction of intercalator binding of amonafide and azonafide to DNA is
correctly ranked by molecular mechanics. However, there remains significant error
from experimental measures. Force field error derives fi"om parameterization from a
limited set of packed soluble crystals, the approximation of electron orbitals as a hard
van der Waals sphere unable to polarize, and poor handling of hydrogen bond
variability. The larger set of azonafide analogs had too much variability on whole cell
assays and insufficient range of activity for statistically significant QSAR, but some
general observations are possible. An effective intercalating topoisomerase 2 poison
has 3-4 planar rings with at least one amino group which can move about in the major
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groove and interfere with the normal function of residues of topoisomerase near the
active site tyrosine.
Measurements of topoisomerase 2 inhibition need to be done on a simple
enzyme-DNA assay, preferably with separate testing for purified types 2a and 23, for
improved QSAR data.
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Computer simulation of the binding of amonafide and azonafide to DNA
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Kmordi- Molecular dyiumics: Molecular mechanics: Computer modeling: ONA intercalaiion: Solvation encci<; Cjncer

Saminary
Intercalauve binding of (he anmumor drugs amonafide and ozonalide to the oligonucleotide duplex
d(GGCCCGCCCG)*d(CCGGCCGGCC) was compared usmg molecular dynamics in vacuum with the
AMBER force neld. A number of reasonable possible binding conformations were obtained, with the
azonafide complexes favored over the amonafide complexes in net binding enthalpy. In companson with
amonafide. the larger chromopljore of azonafide permits greater ONA distortion and wider side-chain
swings, without falling out of the intercalation site. The best model obtained was used for funher
dynamics on amonafide and azonafide with solvent and countenons present, and again (he azonafide
complex had a more favorable enthalpy. Furthermore, the enthalpy change on going from solvent into
the intercalation site was less unfavorable for azonafide. These results are consistent with the stronger
ONA binding of azonafide compared to amonafide. as observed in relative melting transition tempera
ture increases and tumor inhibition in cell cultures.

Introduction
Amonafide (1) and its nitro analogue mitonafide (2)
are new antineoplastic agents [1.2]. which have received
clinical trials [3-6]. They act by inhibiting macromolecular synthesis, especially of DNA [2]. This eflect appears
to be based on DNA intercalation [7], which results in
protein-associated single-strand breaks mediated by inhi
bition of the DNA nicicing-closing enzyme topcisomerase
II [8]. As pan of our program on the design and synthesis
of new antitumor agents, we became interested in ana
logues of amonafide that might possess increased DNA
binding strength, in the expectation that this efTect would
result in increased antitumor potency. One such analogue
is azonafide (3). which has the amino group of amonafide
replaced by a new aromatic ring, extending the chromophore from naphthalene to anthracene [9]. Preliminary
molecular modeling (W.A. Remers. unpublished results),
using only molecular mechanics, indicated significant
overlap of the anthracene chromophore with DNA base
pairs and a stronger net binding energy for azonafide
compared to amonafide for the DNA segment d(GGCCGGCCGG)*dfCCGGCCGGCC). Azonafide (3) was syn

*To whom correspondence should be addressed.
0920-«S4X« 6.00 + 1.00 C 1996 ESCOM Saence Publishen B.V.

thesized and found to be considerably more potent thun
amonafide (1) against a variety of tumors in cell culture.
Azonafide also raised the melting transition temperature
(AT„) of calf thymus DNA by a greater amount than did
amonafide (ISJ2 versus 3.5 °C) [9]. Although the interca
lation of azonafide has not been proven ngorously. the
supporting evidence is strong. It includes the AT„ value,
which is consistent with strong intercalators such as doxo
rubicin. a shift in visible absorption maximum from 443
to 457 mm in the presence of DNA [8]. and the mode of
action, which comprises protein-associated single-stnind
breaks invoWing inhibition of topoisomerase 11 [10].
Based on these results, we thought it desirable to devel
op a more sophisticated model for the binding of amona
fide and azonafide to an appropriate DNA segment. Such
a model could help in explaining the apparently stronger
binding of azonafide and it might aid in the design of
more potent azonafide and amonafide analogues. Our
finding that in a series of amino-substituted azonafidcs
there was a high correlation of antitumor potency with
AT„ values indicates that DNA binding strength contrib
utes more to activity than other factors, such as partition
coefficienl [I I]. Consequently, there is a reasonable possi-
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CH2CH,N(CH3)2

CH2CH2N(CH3)2

„ °tY
'
7

':CuO=

6

8

1 R = NH. (amonafide)
2 R = NO; (mitonaiide)

7

6

3 (azonafide)

Fig. 1. SiriKiures of amoiufide. miionaiide and azoiufidc
bility (hat the design or stronger DNA-binding molecules
may be tnnsJated into greater antitumor potency.
In order to develop a DNA binding model suitable Tor
the optimization or intercalating structures, we took into
account the following considerations.
(1) A DNA sequence should have GC pairs at the ends
to prevent fraying during molecular dynamics at elevated
temperatures, it shouJd have GC pairs at its center be
cause many intercalating agents, including mitonaiide. are
GC specific [12.13], and it should be sufficiently long to
approximate a region of DNA. The decanucleotideduplex
dfGGCCGGCCGGWfCCGGCCGGCC) was chosen
both for these reasons and because the coordinates of this
duplex, unwound to permit intercalation between the
central base pairs, were available (kindly provided by Dr.
Michael Corey, Burroughs Wellcome Laboratones. Re
search Triangle Park. NQ.
(2) The drug molecules should be protonated on the
side-chain tiitrogen. Amonafide and azonafide have pK,
values of 7J. which means that they are approximately
67% protonated at the pH of 7.0 used in the AT„ meas
urements and in the antitumor assays, it is expected that
protonated molectUes would compete favorably with
unprotonated ones for DNA binding sues.
(3) A minimum of four possible binding modes can be
envisaged for amonafide or azonafide with the chromophore intercalated: with the side chain in the major
groove or the minor groove, and the chromophore in-
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I

"Si.

C20

C16

A .02
^C15 CM

,02

f

^19

c/S^V>
'

ci >

£

Fig. 2. Numbering of amonafide neTll and azonafide (righil Tor
AMBER fUex. Hydrogen aioms bear the numbers of heavier aioms lo
which tbey bind (eg.. H2. HN3A).

wricd one »;i\ icIoMrr ui dCi5 and dCi(>. -ktc l ig. .-i or
flipped ONer (closer to dCli and dClhl lor each oi'maior
and minor groove selectivit>. The drugs should be mod
eled in all four of these modes, with the side chain near
the center of the groove. If the side chain moves to one
side during dynamics, it should be redocked with the side
chain as far as possible to the opposite side to make
certain that conformational space was searched complete
ly. Temperatures should be raised until the helix almost
becomes ututable. notably by bending and loss of interstrand hydrogen bonding..in order to overcome local
minima in the calculations.
(4) The initial molecular dynamics simulations should
be performed in vacuum. Charges on the phosphate
groups should be reduced to approximate the effects of
countenons [14) and to remove the otherwise dominaimg
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T\BLE I
ADDITIONAL BOND. BOND ANGLE AND TORSIONAL PARAMETERS NOT GIVEN IN RLI ix
Bond

k.
Ikol/mol A'l

R,
lAl

Angle

L,
ikcii/molrad-|

d
idefl

Dihedral

k,
(kcilmoh

j
ijcpi

n

C-C
C-HC

469.0

IJM

85.0
70.0
35.0
80.0

X-C-C-X

40

180.0

2

1.084

C-C-C
C-C-N

IM.O

.MO.O

118.9
i:o.o
II9J5

C-C-HC

C-C-O

attraaion between the negatively charged phosphate
oxygens and protonated nitrogen on the drugs. A dielec
tric consunt significantly higher than 1.0 should be used
lo approximate the efTect or solvent.
(5) On completion of the sunulations in vacuum, the
best models should be subjected to dynamics in the pres
ence or water to see how much they might change. Mod
eling the drugs alone in water and comparing the results
with those obtained on the solvated drug-DNA complexes
provides an opportunity to determine the overall driving
force for DNA intercalation as measured by net DNA
binding enthalpy and desolvation enthalpy flS].

Methods
Following the considerations just outlined, a number
of models for the intercalative binding of amonafide and
azonafide with dfGGCCGGCCGO'dfCCCGCCGGCQ
were prepared. Structures for the drugs were built using

CHEMLAB 11 [16] and the coordinates »xre transferred
into AMBER 3.0 [IT]. Preliminary minimization was
conducted using the all-atom parameters contained in this
program [18]. Some additional parameters not included in
AMBER, listed in Table 1. had to be defined. A distancedependent dielectric constant was used and the structure
was refined until the rms gradient was less than 0.1 kcal/
mol A. The cutoff distance was 99 A and the nonbonded
pair list was updated every 100 cycles. The refined co
ordinates were used to calculate partial atomic charges
(ESP) with QUEST I.O (I6J. These charges are listed in
Table 2. The structures were again refined by molecular
mechanics. The oligonucleotide duplex was also generated
in the NUCGEN module of AMBER, using modified
phosphate groups with the charge on each phosphate
oxygen not attached to sugars reduced by 0.25 (to -0.S97)
in the AMBER force field. These charges were developed
by Hingeny et al. from values provided in AMBER, and
were based on an earlier development by Taylor and

TABLE 2
ESP ATOMIC CHARGES FOR AMONAFIDE AND AZONAFIDE CATIONS
Amonafide
Atom*

a
H2
a
N3
HN3A
HN3B
C4
H4
C5
C6
H6

a
H7
a

H8
C9
CIO
CII
01
NI
CI6
HI6A

Azonafide
Charge

Atom

Charge

-0.047
0.094
0.431
-0.903
0J29
0J36
-OJW
0.120
0.091
-0.113
0.0S9
-0.101
0.048
0.090
0.073
-0JS5
0.188
0.685
-0.413
-0J98
0.440
0.112

HI6B
CI 7
HI7A
HI7B
N2
CIS
HI8A
HI8B
HI8C
CI9
HI9A
HI9B
HI9C
HN2
C20
02
CI

0.108
-0.421
0.187
O.I<6
0J3S
-0.403
0.158
0.178
0.151
-OJ22
0.198
0.166
0.220
0.215
0.743
-0.422
-OJ74

' The numbenng of atoms for the two compounds is indicaied in Fig. 2.

Atom
C2
H2

a

H3
C4
H4
C5
C6
H6
C7
C8
H8
C9
H9
CIO
HIO
CII
HII
CI2
CI3
CI4
CI5

Charge

Atom

Charge

0.088
0.054
-0.124
0.076
-0.082
0.078
0.091
-0.199
O.I 16
0.108
-0.159
0.082
-0.047
0.063
-0.076
0.071
-0.132
0.086

OI
NI
CI6
HI6A
HI6B
CI7
HI7A
HI7B
N2
CIS
HI8A
HI8B
HI8C
C19
HI9A
HI9B
HI9C
HN2
C20
02
CI

-0.431
-0.413

0J2t
-0.483
0J33
0.698

0.044
0.112
0.108
-0.421
0.187
O.I 16

OJ35

-0.403
0.158
0.178
0.I5I
-0.522
0.198
0.166

0J20
0JI5
0.711
-0J8I
-0J4I
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T\BLL >
INTERACrtON ENTHALPIES (IciUmoll FOR AMONAFIDE tNTERCALATCD «ITH JIOGCCGCCCCGHKCCCCCCCGCCI
Dockinp onenution'
Groove Start
nuj
maj
maj
maj
maj
maj
min
nun
min
mm
nun
min

End

CUM CUR
CUL CUR
CDR CDR
GUR CUR
GDM COR
GOL COR
CUM CMR
CUL CMR
COR GUM
COR CDR
COM' C.-.L
CUL CUR

MD Ininmoleculjr
lime'
Total DNA
Drug
80
20
80
60
60
40
80
100
60
120
40
20

-286J
-273.4
-2S8.0
-283.8
-2942
-2816

-2S4J
-286.6
-291.8
-282.6
-281.7
-29IJ

-231.8
-222J'
-234.8
-228.7
-239.6
-228J
-229.2
-228.6
-238.1
-226.9
-232.9
-23S.6

1Z6
IZ8
12.9
12.9
13.0
12.9
13J
13J
li9
13.6
13.0
13.1

Ontonion''

IniennokmUr

DNA

Drug Toul

Chrom Amine Cham Total

7.8
17J
4.8
10.9
0
IIJ
10.4
II.O

0.2
0.4
OJ

-36J
-33J
-.'5.9
-35.2
-36.4
-.W.I
-34.1
-38.1
-36.1
-36.7
-34.7
-35.2

IJ

12.7
6.7
4.0

OJ
0.6
OJ
0.9
0.8
0.S
1.2
0.6
0.7

8.0
17.7
5.3
II.6
0.6
11.8
IIJ
II.8
ro

14.9
7.3
4.7

-2.7
-1.0
-16
-0.9
-02
-0.3
-1.5
-1.6
-10
-1.4
-1.4
-0.3

-18.1
-15.9
-I7J
-18.1
-18.2
-18.2
-17J
-17.7
-I7J
-19.0
-17.6
-20.6

-544
-51.1
-53.4
-53J
-54.6
-54J
-51.6
-55.8
-53.6
-55.7
-52J
-55.9

Net
HN2
bindrng* H-bonds'
-«6.4
-33.4
-»«.I
-41.7
-54.0

-i2J
~iOJ
-U.0
-51.6
-40.8
-»5.0
-51.2

dG6 N7. 06
dC6 N7. 06
dG5 N7. 06
dC6 06
dC5 N7. 06
dCS N7. 06
none*
none
P7.g
PI6. 17
none
dC15 02

' Maj indKUes a side chain in the maior groove and min indicaies a side chain in the minor groove. For the starting onenution. C indicates tlut
the amino group on the chromcphore was placed on the side closer to cytosine residues aboveand below the gap and C indicates that this ammo
group was doser to the guanines: U means that the side chain was up (toward dG6 and dCISl and O means that it was down: L indicates that
the side chain was placed at the left side or the groove M means that it was in the middle, and R indicates that it was at the nght side oC the
groove The onentaiion of this side cham after dynamics (End) follows the same designauons as at the start, with the addition of a dash to
indicate (hat the chain was neither up nor down.
* The total time for molecular dynamics in pienntuiids.
' The enthalpy of the oligonucleotide mmimized in the absence of amonafide is -239.6 iccal/mol and the enthalpy of amonafide in the absence
of oKfooudeotide is 12.4 kcal/moL
* Disioruon enthalpies are obtained by subtracting enthalpies of uncompleud oligonucleotide and amonafide from their values in the compleies.
' Intennokcular enthalpies are divided into mtenctions of the chromophore and protonated side chain with the polynucleotide The contnbtition
oT the NH. group (o chrtnnophore binding is listed separately.
' Net binding enthalpies are obumed by adding the toul intermolecular and toul distortion enthalpies.
' Hydrofcn bonds formed between (he proton on the side<faain nitrogen (N2| and various atoms on the oligonucleotide
* This enthalpy was decreased by a broken base pair (dCl-dC20). The drug binding pattern was nearly identical to that of the precedmg example
° An H-bond was made to P6.7 and then bmken durmg dynamics.
' This orientation is (he only one possible for the CO orientation. Significant changes are not possible due to steric hindrance

Olson derived rrom Manning's originai treatment [14]. No
other changes were made in the parameters. The dielectric
constant was varied until a standard setting or 3.0 was
established. It should be noted that this oligonucleoude
duplex does not have a gap for intercalauon. Subsequent
calculations or DNA distortion resulting from drug inter
calation will include the enthalpy required to tmwind the
DNA lo generate the intercalation gap. An attempt to
conduct dynamics on the opened but unbound decanucleotide duplex resulted in collapse of the gap and con
siderable distortion of the struaure.
For the drugs intercalating DNA. coordinates of the
d(GGCCGCCCGC)«d(CCGGCCGGCC) duplex with an
intercalation gap between th: central base pairs [13] were
read into the EDIT module of AMBER, then the drugs
were docked in the intercalation gap using the interactive
program MIDAS [19] and the approach described above.
Amonafide and azonafide were docked in one orientation
(amino group or third ting closer to G or C see Fig. 3)
as well as flipped over to give the opposite orientation.
This was done for the side chain both in the major
groove and in the minor groove. For each of these four
orientations, the side chain was placed in the groove in
the up (toward the 3" end of the first DNA strand) or

down orientation. The following code is used for the
docking orientation: NH, or third ring of chromophore
toward cytosines. C: toward guanines. G: side chain up.
U: down. D: or in the middle. M: side chain to the right,
R: left. L; or middle. M. Thus, the orientation of the
drug in Fig. 3 is CMM. If the side chain moved to one
side of the groove during molecular dynamics, it was
docked again with the side chain at the opposite side of
the groove to ensure that conformational space was thor
oughly searched. In a few cases, a third docking was
made. Coordinates of the drug docked into the DNA
helix were transferred into AMBER for energy refinement
with molecular mecham'cs under the conditions described
above:
Following the molecular mechanics, the resulting struc
tures were subjected to molecular dynamics using a 3.0
dielectric constant and a temperature increase from 10 to
400 K. Other invesugators have used e=4.0 to obtain
faster decline of electrostatic forces with distance: but in
our model this made the helix unstable. Watson-Crick
hydrogen bonds were broken at the ends of the helix. A
maximum temperature of 400 K was satisfactory when
belly dynamics were used, but a temperature of SCX) IC
caused helix instability. Initial belly dynamics with the
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TABLE 4
INTERACTION ENTHALPIES (kcil/moll FOR AZONAFIDE INTERC ALATED WITH illGGC CGGCCaardiCC CGC C CIGCC i
Docking oncnuuan*
CnMve Sun
maj
maj
maj
m«j
min
min
min
nun
min
min

MD

End

CUM GUR
GUL GDR
CDM CUM
CDR CDR
CUM COR
CUL CUM
CUM CDL
CMM CDL
CMR CDL
GUR CUR

tniramaiccuiar
Toul

80
60
40100
lOO
120
60
4060
20

DNA

-292.4 -235.9
-290.9 -233J
-2S0J -231.6
-297.7 -237J
-281.2 -226.7
-289.8 -223.9
-295.7 -234.4
-283.9 -2264
-296.5 -236.6
-294.0 -232J

Dnig
24.6
25.6
25.6
2SJ
25.0
25.1
25.7
24.5
24.7
25.6

Diuonion''

Intcnnotecular

N«

HN^

DNA

Chrora Ring J Chain Toial

•"""'•"f

H-bonds

-51.7
-19.3
-38.8
-56.4
-W.2
-18.7
-53.9
-»3.4
-55.8
-53.5

dG6 N7. 06
dC5 N7. 06'
none
P4J
PI5.I6
PI5.I6
P5.6
P5.6
P5.6
PIS.I6

3.7
6.1
8.0
2.4
12.9
15.7

5J
13J
3.0
7.1

Drug Toul
1.0
2.0
2.0
1.7
1.4
1.5
2.1
0.9
I.I
1.0

4.7
8.1
10.0
4.1
14.3
I7J
17.3
14.1
4.1
8.1

-38.4
-38.7
-38J
-10.8
-36.7
-4I.I
^.0
-37.6
-38.9
-38.7

-7,5

-7J
-7.4
-6.4
-7.1
-6.5
-5.4
-6.3
-«.3

-I7.«
-18.7
-10.6
-19.7
-17.8
-24.8
-21.2
-19.9
-21.0
-22.9

-56.4
-57.4
-«8.8
-60J
-54.5
-65.9
-6U
-57J
-59.9
-61.6

' Maj indicaus a side chain in the major poove and min indicaies a side chain in the minor graovc For the surang onentaiion. C indicates that
the ammo group on the chrtmiophore was placed on the side closer to cytosine residues above and bdow the gap and G indicates that this amino
group was deter to the guanma: U means thai ibe side chain was up (toward dG6 and dCISl and D means that it wiu dou-n: L indicates thai
(he side cham was placed at the left side of the groove. M means that it was in the middle and R indicaies that it was at the right side of the
groove. The onentation of this side chain after dynamics (End) Tollows (he same designauons as at the start.
* The toul tfflie for molecular dynamics in picosecondi.
' The enthalpy of the oligonudeoiide mmimized in the absence of iTonafidr is -239.6 kcal/mol and the enthalpy of azonahde in the absence of
oli|aaudeo<ide is 23.6 Iccal/mol.
' Dinonioo enthalpies ate obtained by subtracting en(haipies of uncomplexed oligonucleotide and azonaAde from their values in the complexes.
' Inicnnolecular enthalpies are divided into intaactwib of the pan of the chromophore corresponding (o that of the amonafide chromophore.
hag 3 of (he chromophore. and pntonated side chain with the oligonucleotide: The contribution of nng 3 (o the chromophore binding is listed

itpanufy
' Net binding enthalpies are obtained by adding the total intermolecular and total distortion enthalpies.
' Hydrogen bonds formed between the proton on the side<hain nitrogen (N2| and vanous atoms on the oligonucleotide:
' The H-bond stntches from N7 to <36 durmg dytuimci.
' Upon further dynamn the DNA bends progressively worse until at least 100 ps.
' Dynamics were continued until 80 ps. The drug-DNA intetaction remained (he same but distortions in the total DNA increased slightly.
' Dynamics were contmiied until 60 ps. The drug-DNA inteiaction remained (he same, but distonions in (he (o(al DNA Increased slighdy.

drug and one base pair on both sides free to move were
run for S ps. then a second run of IS ps was made with
the drag and two base pairs on both sides free to move.
Finally, full dynamics were nm in 20 ps increments until
no significant further change in conformation occurred.
according to visual inspection and comparison of enthal
pies. When the enthalpy of the helix became progressively
wotse because of distortions, the simulation was termin
ated. In one example (Table 4. conformation 3) the result
is given at the end of 40 ps because it is a unique confor
mation. despite its relative instability. In all dynamics
simulations, the time step was 0.001 ps. the nonbonded
cutolT was 8 A. and the nonbonded pair list was updated
every 25 cycles. SHAKE was applied with all bonds con
strained and the end point was rms <0.1 kcal/mol A. The
simulations were conducted with velocity scaling (coup
ling to a bath). Results of the molecular dynamicssimula
tions are given in Tables 3 and 4.
For simulations that included the presence of water
and countenons, the complexes with the lowest net bind
ing enthalpy for amonafide and azonafide after molecular
dynamics in vacu^ (Tables 3 and 4) were chosen as
starting straaures; however, small distortions induced in
these dynamics became magnified in the calculations in

solvent and this approach was thus abandoned. Instead,
both drugs were newly docked, both with approximately
the same starting conformauon. which was based on the
best resulting conformation for azonafide (CMM). Thus,
the NH; group or third ring of the chromophore pointed
toward cytosine and the side chain was in the major
groove and centered. These complexes were placed in a
3x3 cube of TIP3P water [20] and the solvent shell thick
ness was reduced to 8 A using the EDIT module of
AMBER. The oligonucleotide alone was solvated to the
same shell thickness. These operations resulted in 2236
waters for DNA alone. 2421 waters for the amonafide
complex, and 24S7 waters for the azonafide complex.
Cotmterions were placed on the biseaor of the phospha
tes at an initial distance of 4.0 A between the phosphorus
atom and the cotmterion. The charges on phosphate
oxygens were returned to their values in AMBER and a
distance-independent dielectric constant of 1.0 was used.
The free drugs also were solvated using a cutoff of 10 A
for the water shell.
Solvated DNA and DNA-dnig complexes were refined
according to the Ross method (W. Ross. University of
California. San Francisco. CA. personal communication)
of shaking and gradual wanning. The initial step was
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Fig. 4. Suieoview of the lowest enthalpy confonnauon for the amonalide-DNA complex.

A

minimization to a gradient of less than 0.5 kcal/moi
using molecular mechanics in AMBER 4.0[21] and allow
ing the drug, solvent, and the two central base pairs to
move. A 9 cutofT distant was appUed. Following this
refinement, molecular dynamics were performed with the
SANDER module of AMBER 4.0. Initial dynamics per
mitted only water to move, with the temperature at ISOO
K for 3 ps and ramped down to 300 K for 2 ps. and with
a 0.02 time constant for the solvent. Another phase of
molectiiar mechanics, with water, the two central base
pairs and the drug free to move, was conducted until an
rms of OJ kcal/mol was obtained. Next, dynamics were
run with all atoms free to move, except that the counterions were constrained to distances of 2 to 4
from the
phosphate oxygens. The temperature was ramped up from
10 to 300 K. during 5 ps and held constant for 10 ps, A
final dynamics run was conducted. Starting at 300 K. and
without constraints, the run was performed at 300 K for
10 ps. This was followed by molecular mechanics refine
ment until the rms was 0.2 kcal/mol
Analysis of the
final confonnaiions utilized the ANAL module of
AMBER 4,0 and was confined to the intercalation area
of the drug (if any) and two-base pairs above and below,
because the ends of the DNA'had lost some WatsonCrick hydrogen bonds, as often occurs in dynamics,
Uncomplexed amonafide and azonafide were placed in
3x3 cubes of TiP3P water and the solvent shell thickness
was reduced to 10
The resulting complexes were re
fined by molecular mechanics until the rms was 0.2 kcal/

A

A

A

A.

A.

A.

mol
Dynamics were run for 10 ps at 300 K with all
atoms free to move, no ramping, and a cutofT distance of
8
Following another molecular mechanics refinement,
dynamics were repeated under the same conditions and
then molecular mechanics were conducted a final time.
The results of the first and second dynamics runs dis
played very little difference:

A.

Results and Discussion
In the initial molecular dynamics simulations in vac
uum. phosphate groups were assigned a full negative
charge and a dielectric constant of
1.0 was used. As a
result of using these parameters, the amonafide and azon
afide molecules moved and changed side-chain conforma
tion to give strong binding with phosphate groups on the
oligonucleotide. This problem has been observed by
others and a variety of methods have been devised to
overcome it and to provide complexes that more closely
resemble the situation where solvent and counterions are
present. These methods are based on increasing thedielec
tric constant and reducing charges on the phosphate
group. We found that reducing the phosphate charges to
one half [18] and increasing the dielearic constant to 3.0
produced a variety of drug nucleus and side-chain orien
tations at the intercalation site, without permitting the
oligonucleoude to unravel when the temperature for the
dynamics simulation was increased. Under these condi
tions, and using belly dynamics for initial simulations.
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temperatures of 400 K could be used. The standard pro
tocol that evolved included doclcing the drug into the
oligonucleotide in a vanety of orientatiotis (Tables 3 and
4). minimizing the enthalpy by molecular mechanics until
the nns was O.I kcal/molA. conducting S ps of belly
dynamics with only the drug and one base pair on each
side tmconstrained and then IS ps of belly dynamics with
the drug and two base pairs on each side unconstrained,
and finally Tully unconstrained dynamics in 20 ps seg
ments until no Turther change was observed in the confor
mation of the complex.
The relatively large number of dockings was used to
ensure that conformational space was searched complete
ly. As expected, some of these dockings led to nearly
identical conformations after molecular dynamics. Never
theless, the number of resulting unique models was
greater than the theoretical minimum of four per drug.
As shown in Table 3. the 12 initial dockings for amonafide give final orientations that could be reduced to 8
unique ones by combining onentations that are nearly the
same (e:g., three for COR). The resulting unique orientauons are the following: CUR. COR. and GUR for the
major groove and GMR. GUM. GOR. CML and CUR
for the minor groove. It is difficult to select a single pre
ferred mode of binding from this group of models, be
cause the enthalpy differences among the best ones are
small. Thus, only 2.7 kcal/mol separates GOR in the

major groove. GUM in the minor groove, and CUR in
the minor groove: however, the GOR conformation was
chosen for comparison with the best azonafide model in
calculations on solvent effects.
Table 3 gives a breakdown of binding and distonion
enthalpies into their components for amonafide: Total
intermolecular binding energies do not differ greatly
among the various orientations, falling in the range of
-SI.l to —SS.9 kcal/moL and their component binding
enthalpies for chromophore. amino substituent on the
nucleus (N3). and side chain are also very close. The
main difference in net binding enthalpies (total of inter
molecular binding and distortions) Ues in the distortion of
the oligonucleotide (DNA) and amonafide (drug) that
occurs when the enthalpy of the system is minimized.
There is almost no distortion in the drug or decanucleotide in the GOR final orientauon in the major groove,
but the CUR orientation has 17.3 kcal/mol distoruon in
the decanucleotide. Hydrogen bonding by the protonaied
tertiary amine in the side chain (N2) contributes to the
stability of the complexes, although some of the resulting
minor groove orientations do not have such bonds. The
major groove binding models all have H-bonds to 06 of
either dG5 or dC6 and all models but one have addit
ional H-bonding to N7 of these guanines. For the minor
groove orientations. H-bonds are formed with a phos
phate oxygen or with 02 of dC15. or no H-bond to the

Rg. S. Siereoview of ihe lowen entlulpy conrormauon for the azonafide-DNA complex.
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Fig. 6. Sieranntws of the centni ponions of the unonafide (top) and azoiu/ide (bottomi complexes, showing overtaps o( the chromophores and
ONA base pain.

DNA is fomed. The drug side chain is more likely to
bind with a phosphate in the minor groove than in the
major groove, because the former is narrower and the
phosphates are closer to the center.
The results of molecular dynamics simulations on
azonafide intercalation complexes with the decanucleoiide
are given in Table 4. There are four and five distina
conTormations for major and minor groove binding, respenively. It is again difliculi to select a single preferred
binding mode, because the COR conformation in the
major groove and the GMtl conformation in the minor
groove have an enthalpy difference of only O.S kcal/mol.
The former conformation was used for a comparison with
the best amonafide model in calculations on solvent ef
fects. Total imermolecular binding enthalpies vary among
the azonafide models from -48.9 to -til.6 kcal/mol. which

is a wider spread than that observed for the amoiufide
models. Thedistortion in the decanucleotide duplex varies
from 2.4 to 14.S kcal/mol (1-7% of the total ONA en
thalpy). but there is little distortion of azonafide in any
model, in comparison with amonafide. the larger chromophore of azonafide permits a greater reach and wider
side-chain swings, without falling out of the intercalation
site: The side chain of azonafide bound to DNA displays
less tendency to rotate than that of amonafide. because in
most cases interactions with phosphate oxygens are
strongly preferred to those with atoms on the bases.
There are. however, interactions with N7 and 06 of guan
ines in the major gnxwe and with 02 of dClS in the
minor groove.
Stereopairs for the lowest enthalpy conformations of
amonafide and azonafide with the decanucleotide duplex

TABLES
INTERACTION ENTHALPIES (kcalAnol) FOR SOLVATED AMONAFIDE AND AZONARDE AND THEIR SOLVATED COM
PLEXES WITH d(GCCCCGCCCGM(CCGGCCCJGCCr
Compound

Drug

Drug-ONA complex

Net enthalpy changes

Drug-wat

Dnig-wat ONA

DNA Drug Drug Drug-ONA Croup-ONA'
dist*
dist*

Process' Difference'
Hydration' DNA
bindmg

Amooafide

-54.6

-2SJ

-*13

15.6

12.8

0.4

-47.9

-1.8

28J

-31.9

-3.1

Azonafide

-49.7

-24J

-39.5

24.0

22.9

0.0

-57J

-lOJ

25J

-33J

-7.8

-4.7

' Tbe ode duin wis oniercd in the nujor groove and the NH. gnup or third ring was dmctcd towani cytosine (CMMI.
* Tlie enthalpy of imeomplezed DNA is -63J kcaltaol and distonions are calnilited by subuacting this number from the enthalpy of ONA in
the complex. Tbe value for uacomplexed DNA is that obuined for the oligonucleotide not open for inteicalaiion. Thus, the disionion includes
uawisdiag the strands to form the intercalation site:
' Enthalpies for the uncomplexed drugs are 12.4 and 22.9 kcal/mol for amonafide and azonafide: respectively. Drug distoruon enthalpies are
ralnilatwl by subtracting these numbers from their enUialpies in the complexei.
' The group is the 5-NH, of amonafide or the four new CHs of the third ring of iiTonafidf
' The enthalpy diasge on hydration is the result of loss of binding enthalpy between drug and water that occurs on intercalation. It is obuined
by subtncting the vahie for the dnig-wuer interacuon from tbe corresponding value of the drug-water interaction m the complex.
' The net enthalpy change of the process results from the drug going from water into the solvated DNA intercalation complex. It is obtained by
adding the net hydration enthalpy change to the net ONA binding enthalpy change:
' The dilTetence in enthalpy for the intercalation processes for amonafide and imnafidr partially explains tbe greater binding ability of azonafide.
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Rf. 7. Stereovtcw of the conformauon of (he solvated amonajkk-ONA complex. Only those water molecules that form H^bonds to amonaiide
are shown.

are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. and the central portions of
these complexes are shown m Fig. 6. These tigures illustrate the substantial overlap of the chromophores with

base pairs in both cases, with the third ring of azonafide
providing greater overiapL This factor is probably related
to the preference of azonafide ring 3 for the cytosine side

Fig. 8. Stereoview of the conformation of the solvated azona(ide-ONA complex. Only those water moiecuies that form H^bonds to azonaiide are
shown.
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Fig. 9. ConTonnauoiu of solviud amonaAde lleril and uonaAde (righll. Only those waters ihai rorm H-bonds to the drugs are shown.

of the base pairs. Rotation of the amonafide side chain to
make a bifurcated H-bond with N7 and 06 of dC5 is
clearly apparent. The same H-bond could be made by the
azonafide side chain, but this might lessen the chromophore overlap, which is probably why an H-bond to P4.5
is preferred.
Table 5 gives the results of molecular dynamics in
water with counterions present at the phosphate groups
of the ONA. It is evident that azonafide binds more
strongly than amonafide (-57.3 and -47.9 kcal/mol. re
spectively); however, azonafide binding induces more
distortion than amonafide in the ONA (24.0 and 1S.6
kcal/moU respectively). Thex distortion enthalpies include
unwinding of the ONA to form the intercalation site.
They are obtained by subtraning the enthalpies of soivated. uncomplexed ONA (-63.5 kcal/mol) from the en
thalpies of ONA in the complexes. Oistortions induced in
both drug molecules are nil or small. The net enthalpy
change for ONA binding is given by the sums of these
values: it favon azonafide over amonafide by -1.4 kcal/
mol. When the drug intercalates, it goes from an aJl-water
environment into an environment consisting of both
water and ONA. Solvation of the drug side chain is large
ly retained in the complex. Thus. Figs. 7 and 8 show the
side chain surrounded by water and making two H-bonds
to water and none to ONA. The NH, group of azonafide
protrudes out of the complex sulBciently far to make two
H-bonds to water. (The number of H-bonds varies from
one to two. depending on the cycle of dynamics). Never
theless, there is a net loss of enthalpy for drug-water
binding attending intercalation. Table 5 shows that a net
enthalpy loss of 28.8 kcal/mol occurs when amonafide
moves from solvent into intercalauon. The corresponding
change for azonafide requires 25J kcal/mol. Combining
the net drug-DNA binding enthalpy and the partial loss
of solvation enthalpy affords the net enthalpy change for
the overall process, which is -3.1 kcal/mol for amonafide
and -7.8 kcal/mol for azonafide. Thus, azonafide interca
lation is favored over amonafide intercalation by -4.7

kcal/mol. This result is consistent with the greater AT„
value for azonafide.
The analysis presented above is for enthalpy changes
and not free energy changes, because it neglects entropy
effects. We do not have quantitative estimates of the
entropy changes resulting from intercalation, but it is
evident from Fig. 9 that amonafide is H-bonded to four
water molecules and azonafide is H-bonded to two water
molecules before intercalation, whereas Figs. 7 and 8
show the same number of H-bonds to water after interca
lation. This result indicates no difference in entropy
change. The larger size of azonafide suggests that it might
require more ordered waters than amonafide and. con
sequently. have a higher entropy effect when these water
molecules are released upon intercalation. This factor
would also favor the ONA binding of azonafide.

Conclusions
The comparative ONA binding of the related anti
tumor drugs amonafide and azonafide was studied by
molecular dynamics in vacuum. These simulations indi
cated that a significant number of reasonable conforma
tions exists for the intercalation of the compounds. In
each conformation there is an induced fit with small
distortions occurring in the ONA and drug in order to
provide maximum drug-DNA interaction. The protonated amino side chains of the drugs acquired a variety of
orientations, directed by interactions with H-bond ac
ceptors on the ONA. A small advantage was observed for
the binding of azonafide over amonafide. based on either
the single best conformation of each or the average of all
conformations (-49.2 kcai/mol versus -44.9 kcal/mol).
When the dynamics simulations were repeated with
water and countenons present, the side chains changed
their binding interactions from the ONA to water mol
ecules. Based on the single complex of each drug used for
the comparison in solvent, there was a small advantage in
enthalpy for azonafide binding compared with amonafide
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binding. A funher advantage for azonafide was Tound in
the enthalpy change occurring when the drugs move from
water into the intercalation complex that includes both
DNA and water interactions. Qualitative entropy con
siderations suggested that entropy changes were approxi
mately the same for azonafide and amonafide binding, or
possibly favoring azonafide binding. The more favorable
changes on azonafide binding are consistent with the
greater stability of complexes formed between azonafide
and calf thymus DNA as measured by melting transition
temperature increases.
It is theoretically possible to use the methods devel
oped in this study to predict the comparative DNA bind
ing ability of unknown molecules: however, in the present
case and many others it is simpler to synthesize the compoimds and measure their binding strengths. On the other
hand, if the approximate geometry of the complex can be
assigned without an extensive search of possible binding
modes, this method may be useful. For example, the
groove binding sites and conformations of compounds
such as netropsin are known and an estimation of the
comparative binding strength of analogues could be made
rather quickly.
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